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Abstract

A P P R O XIM A TIO N  M ETH O D S  

IN TH E POPARON TH EO R Y: 

APPLICATIONS TO
L O W  DIM EN SIO N ALLY CON FINED POLARO NS

R. Tuğrul Seiiger 
M. S. in Physics

Supervisor: Prof. Atilla Erçelebi 
July 1996

The pelaron problem has been of interest in condensed matter physics cind 
held theory tor cibout half a century. Within the framework of Vcist variety of 
theoreticcil approximations, the bulk polaron properties have been extensively 
(explored and fairly well understood in the literature. In the last two deccides, with 
the impressive progress achieved in the mici-ofabrication technology, it became 
possible to ol)t£iin low dimensional microstructures, in which the charge ca.rriers 
are confined in one or more spatial dii'ections. Consequently, there has appeared 
(|uite a large interest in phonon coupling-induced effects and polaronic properties 
of low dimensionally confined electrons.

In this context, this thesis work is devoted to the study of low dimensional 
optical polaron properties, with the application of several different formal 
approaches common in the literature, such as perturbation theory, variatioiicil 
principles and Feynman path integral formalism. The model we adopt in this



work consists of an electron, confined within an external potential (quantuni 
well), and interacting via the Fröhlich Harniltonian with the bulk LO-phonons of 
the relevant well material. Therefore, our primary concern is to give a clear view 
of only the bulk phonon effects on an electron in confined media, and we disregard 
all other complications that may come about from screening effects, phonon 
confinement, etc. Under these assumptions, we calculate the ground state energy, 
the effective mass, and some other quantities of polaron in several confinement 
geometries. We also provide a broad interpolating overview to the one polaxon 
problem in the overall range of electron-phonon coupling constant and in a general 
type of confinement, which can be conformed from one geometriccd configuration 
to another.

Another interesting theme of the polaron theory, magneto-polaron, is 
considered in the context of the confinement effect on the polaron, brought about 
by the rncignetic field. A detailed analysis is given in the case, where the effect 
of electron-phonon coupling is dominated over by the magnetic field counterpart 
of the problem.

Keywords:
Optical polaron, electron-phonon interaction. Fröhlich Hamil- 
tonicui, low dimensional structures, quantum wire, quantum 
dot, path integral, magneto-polaron.
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P O LAR O N  K U R A M IN D A  YA K LA ŞIM  Y Ö N T E M L E R İ: 
D Ü ŞÜ K B O Y U TL U  P O LA R O N LA R A  U Y G U L A M A L A R

R. Tuğrul Serıger 
Fizik Yüksek Liscins 

Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Atilla Erçelebi 
Temmuz 1996

Polaron problemi, yaklaşık yarım yüzyıldır, katı hal fiziği ve alanlar 
kurcimımn ilgi konusu olagelmiştir. Çeşitli kuramsal yaklaşımlar altında yapılan 
çalışmalarla, üç boyutlu polaronlarm özellikleri geniş ölçüde ciraştırılmış ve 
oldukça iyi anlaşılmıştır. Son yirmi yıl içinde, çok küçük yapıların üretim 
teknolojisinde sağlanan etkileyici gelişmeler sayesinde, yüktaşırlarm bir veya daha 
çok yönden smırla.ndırıldığı düşük boyutlu yapıların üretimi mümkün olmaktadır. 
Bundcuı dolayı, düşük boyutlara sıkıştırılmış elektronlarda polaronik özellikler ve 
l'ononlarla etkileşim kaynaklı problemler üzerine yoğun bir ilgi uyanmıştır.

Bu bağlamda, bu tez çalışmasının kapsamı içinde, tedirgeme kuramı, dciğişken 
ilkesi kuramı ve Feynman yol integralleri yöntemi gibi yaygın olarak kullanılan 
çeşitli yaklaşımlar çerçevesinde, düşük boyutlu optik polaronlarm özellikleri 
ele alındı. Çalışma, bir dış potansitel tarafmdan sınırlahdırılımş ve Fröhlich 
Hamiltonu yoluyla üç boyutlu boylamsal optik fononlarla etkileşen bir elektron 
modeli üzerine kuruldu. Başlıca amacımız, sınırlandırılmış ortamlcirda bulunan 
elektronlara üç boyutlu fononlarlarnı etkilerini sergilemek olduğundan, perdeleme 
etkileri veya İbnon sınırlandırılması gibi olası yan etkenler tamamen gözardı

m



edildi. Bu varsayım altında, temel durum enerjisi, efektif kütle ve diğer bazı 
polaron nicelikleri değişik geometrilerde hesaplandı. Ayrıca, bir geometrik 
yapıdan diğerine dönüştürülebilen esnek bir potansiyel kuyusu içinde ve tüm 
(dektron-fonon bağlaşım sabiti değerleri için geçerli olmak üzere tek polaron 
problemine geniş ve birleştirici bir bakış açısı sunuldu.

Polaron kurammm bir başka ilginç konusu ohın manyeto-polaron problemi, 
manyetik alanın polaron üzerindeki sınırlandırıcı etkisi yönünden ele alındı. 
Problemin, manyetik alan etkisinin elektron-fonon bağlaşım etkilerine göre daha 
baskın olduğu durumlar için kaiDsarnlı bir analizi yapıldı.

Anahtar
sözcükler:

Optik polaron, elektron-fonon etkileşmesi, Fröhlich Hamiltonu, 
düşük boyutlu yapılar, kuvcuıtum kuyusu, kuvanturn teli, yol 
integralleri, manyeto-polaron.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The problem of polaron is an old and interesting subject. It has been a 
long time (more than half a century) since the first appearance of it in the 
literature of, then newly developing branch, solid state physics, in the early 
1930’s, but there still occurs a considerable amount of work devoted to the 
study of polarons. Mainly there are two reasons of the interest on the subject; 
firstly, it is relevant to the cipplied physics of semiconductors, which has a wide 
area of technological applications, secondly, it represents a simple but nontrivial 
example of a particle coupled to a quantum field, presenting a challenging Ibrmal 
mathematical structure. Besides, with the theoretical prediction and subsequent 
fabrication of semiconductor based quantum - well confined systems, the subject 
is enriched with the polarons of lower dimensionality, in the hist two decades.

The concejDt of polaron is based on the motion of an electron in an ionic or 
polar semiconductor crystal. The long range Coulomb interaction of the electron 
with the ions of the crystal produces a polarization field around it due to the 
displacements of ions from their equilibrium positions. Alternatively stating, 
the electron couples to the phonon modes of the crystal, resulting in a cloud of 
phonons surrounding and accompanying it, as it moves. The system of electron 
plus the concomitant phonon cloud (or the lattice deformation) is called the 
polaron. The interaction with phonons modifies the electron properties, lowering 
the self energy and increasing the inertia of it by an amount depending on the
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strength of the coupling.
The first conceptual approach to polaron problem was by Landau^ in 19.33. 

He introduced the idea ol a self-tapped electron in the polarization potential 
produced by the Coulomb interaction of the electron with the ions of the ionic 
crystal. In 1937, introducing the concept of polarization held, Fröhlich^ gave 
a quantitative treatment of electron scattering in ionic crystals. After some 
early semiclassical works^“  ̂ on the subject, in which the lattice properties were 
incorporated into a classical macroscopic pohirization, the formulation of the 
problem in the framework of qucintum field theory was first given by fröhlich, 
Pelzer and ZienaiC in 19.50, by proposing a microscopic model Hamiltonian, which 
now bears the name of Fröhlich.

Until now, the Fröhlich Hamiltonian remained the basic concept of enormous 
number of publications on the theory of pohirons. Having no exact solution it 
hcis been a testing ground for several approximation methods in quantum field 
theory and ciuantum statistics. An elaborate summary of the theoretical and 
experimental developments achieved in the history of polarons can be found in 
the books edited by Kuper & WhitfielcH and Devreese.® An excellent overview of 
the approximation methods in the polaron theory is also given in a recent paper 
by Bogolubov and Plechko.^ Finally, we should mention about a distinguished 
review article of Gerlach and L ö w e n , in which they have considered and formcilly 
settled the famous controversy of j^olaron theory; whether the polaronic phase 
transitions exist or not, by concluding that the qualitative changes in the polaron 
quantities take phice in a smooth cind continuous way, and that any non-analytical 
behavior encountered is an artifact of the approximating theory rather than the 
intrinsic property of the Fröhlich Hamiltonian.

The bulk polaron properties have been extensively explored and fairly well 
understood in the literature, with the development of a variety of theoretical 
approaches. Recently, the progress in the fabrication techniques, such as 
molecular beam epitaxy and lithographic methods, made it possible to obtain 
low dimensional microstructures, where the charge carriers are confined in one 
or more spatial directions. Consequently, there occurred a renewed interest
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in the study of polarons of reduced dimensionality in the context of quantum 
well structures. Particular emphasis has been given to quasi- and strict- 
two dimensional s y s t e m s . T h e  quasi-one (quantum wire),**’“ '*̂ and zero 
dimensional (quantuiTi bo.x)^ “̂^̂  systems are also extensively studied. Presenting 
a, unified picture for polarons in confined media, covering all these special 
geometries cind smoothly interpolating cunong them, is one of the motivations 
of the present work (cf. Clmpter 6).

In low dimensional systems, besides the confinement of electron, it is also 
possible to consider the confinement of phonons with the notion of confined 
phonon m o d e s , a n d / o r  the surface and interface phonon rnodes '̂ ’̂'̂ ’  ̂that occur 
at the boundaries. An alternative or complementciry cipproach in this sense is the 
so called bulk phonon approximation, where the spa.tially confined electron is 
visucdized cis interacting via the Fröhlich Hamiltonian solely with the bulk LO- 
phonons of the relevcint well materiell. Throughout this thesis, we will apply the 
bulk phonon approximation for the one polaron problem within the framework of 
the well known theoretical methodologies common in the literature. We will give 
most emphcisis to the generic low dimensional ¿ispect of the dynamical behavior 
of the electron confined in an external potential, and leave out all the other 
effects; thus our concern will primarily be to give a view of the bulk phonon 
effects stripped from all other perturbing ejuantities. Apcirt from omitting the 
contributions that may come from all other kinds of phonon modes, we will also 
ignore any screening effects and further complications such as those due to the 
nonparcibolicity corrections to the electron band or the loss of validity of both 
the effective-mass approximation and the Fröhlich continuum Hamiltonian in very 

sI nall microstructures.
'rhe rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In the next sections of 

this chapter, the Fröhlich Hamiltonian will be derived stcirting from the basic 
principles, and a brief summary of the approximation methods will be presented. 
'File Chapters 2 through 6, are devoted to the different theoretical approaches, 
each chcipter starting with a short presentation of the essential points of the 
methodology, is accompanied with an original (except for Chapter 2) application



of it to a low dimensional configuration. In the seventh chapter we will consider 
the problem of polaron in a magnetic field, where the extenicil field acts as a means 
of confinement. Firicdly a short summary together with relevant discussions and 
conclusions will form the last chapter.

1.1 Prohlich Hamiltonian
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In this section, we shall drive the Hamiltonian describing the system coini: 
of a single electron, confined in an external potential, and interacting with the 
LO-branch of bulk phonon modes of the crystal. Although the label Fröhlich 
Ilamiltonian is used for all class of more complicated systems involving electron- 
phonon interactions, with such considerations as polaron gas, confined phonon 
modes, etc., we shall restrict ourselves within the scope of the present work. For 
a more detailed derivation one may consult to the original paper by Fröhlich et 
al.,  ̂ and some relevant books.

To represent the motion of the electron and of the lattice vibrations in the 
simplest possible form, we shall consider that, the electron lies close to the 
lower edge of the band, where the related Bloch functions have small A>vector 
values, so that the corresponding wavelengths cire large compcired with the lattice 
constant. Then, it is appropriate, to ignore the detailed lattice structure and to 
treat the lattice as a dielectric continuum, and also, to apply the effective mass 
approximation for the electron. As a further approximation we shall take the 
LO-phonon modes to be dispersionless; ioiQ) =  uJho·

in view of these simplifying considerations, the total polaron Hamiltonian can 
be stated as composed of three parts,

/ /  =  / / e  -b //p h  +  / /e -p h , ( 1 . 1 )

where the subscripts ‘ e’ , ‘ph’ and ‘ e-p/d stand lor ‘electron’ , ‘phonon’ , ‘electron- 
phonon interaction’ respectively.

The first term in the above, is simply

IL = P
2rn* +  Konfí'/·; {^ i}) (1.2)
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where cind p are electron position and inoinentum operators, rn* is the effective 
l:)and mass of electron and Konf defines the external potential through which the 
electron is confined. The set of parameters {0*·} characterizing the potential, 
will generally be taken as tunable, by means of which we shall obtain several low 
dimensional confinement geometries.

For the remaining two terms in E q.(l.l), we will first consider the energy of 
the polarization oscillations induced by the electron, and the electron-polarization 
field interaction energy within the framework of classical electrodynamics. 
Afterwards, the form of the Hamiltonian in the language of quantum field theory 
will be obtained through the quantization of the polarization field.

As a model of the polarizcition P(r )̂ of the medium, consider individual dipoles 
dn =  (̂ ndn·, located at the sites of the lattice. The dipoles oscillate with the 
characteristic frequency culo, the frequency of optical lattice vibrcitions, and they 
correspond to oscillating masses mn, with effective charges e*, in the normal 
coordinates ç„(i). With the cissumption that the dipoles are not coupled, the 
total energy is stated as.

^ Y , rrin [q^ +  ■ (1.3)

Switching from the individual dipoles to a dielectric continuum is cichieved 
through the following substitutions;

P (f) 77/,r g{r)d^r (1.4)

where g(r) is the mass density. If we further let g{r)le*[f) =  7 to be a constant, 
the total energy of the polarization field gets the form;

(1.5)

Therefore, introducing the momentum variable H =  P /7 , canonically conjugate 
to P, one can express the polarization Hcimiltonian Hp as,

' 1
Hp = J ê

.27
2 ,fP  + ( f .6)
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In the above, the uncletermined 7 is to he found from the phenomenological 
theory.

Let us, therefore, consider the interaction energy between the electron and the 
polarization oscillations. From electrostatics, we know that the interaction energy 
density between an electric charge e at point r and a continuously distributed 
dipole density P {r') is given by.

— eV,. 1
r — r P {f ')d V . (1.7)

integration with respect to r\ gives the interaction Hamiltonian /7/,

 ̂ 1Hr -e / A -
?· -  r P i n  ■ (1.8)

To determine the free constant 7 , for the time being, let us consider 
the electron to be stationary and investigate the equations of motion for the 
polarization vibrations under the influence of the electron. With the Hamiltonicui 
II =  Up +  Ilp  the Hamilton’s equcitions of motion.

Pi =
8II li, =  - d L

iPi
I =  xpy.

lead us to the following equation;

^ ( ' n n p ^ i o P n ]  =  - ( ^ r
\ r  —  r

(1.9)

(1.10)

Notice that the right-hand side of the equation represents simply the dielectric 
—̂ ^

displacement D {r') due to the electron. In the stcitic case, i.e. P('r') =  0, we
liave,

^ u l o P n  =  D { f ' ) ·  (1.11)

Using the relation between the field strength and the dielectric displacement.

D — F t  dTrPtot — 1

one Ccui write.
47r7̂ (tot - ] D .

Cq,

( 1.12)

(1.13)
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Here, Plot =  A P  +  P  is the total pohirization, which consists of two parts; one 
from the polarization of the electrons in the ionic shells, A P , and the other 
froiTi the ionic displacements, P. With an applied stcitic field, both contributions 
develop fully, so thcit to is the static dielectric constant.

Since the effect of the pohirization due to the electrons of ionic shells has 
already been accounted in the effective rmiss approximation for the electron, we 
are only interested in the contribution coming from the polarization of the lattice 
itself. To isolate this contribution, let us think of the external electron as having 
been suddenly created, in the lattice. Only the electrons are able to keep up with 
this sudden switch-on of the field, because the ions are much more inerticd than 
the electrons. Consequently, we obtain a formula relating A P  to D, simihvr to 
Eq.(1.13), but where now Cq is rephvced by the high frequency dielectric constant

47tA P  = ( 1 -  —  ) Z).
e. (1.14)

Therefore, for the part of the polarization due to the lattice vibrations, we obtcun.

4TrP = ( —
to

/3 =  - /3 .e
Comparing the E qs.(l.ll) cUid (1,15), the value of 7 is obtained as

47re
7 = cuLO

(1.15)

(1.16)

Having found 7 , we can proceed with the quantizcition of the pohirization 
field, as a consequence of which IIp —>■ IIp\, and IIj —> Z/e-pj,. However, before 
that, let us express the interaction pcirt of the Hamiltonian in Eq.(1.8), in a more 
convenient form. Using the relation

V ,
1

r -  r (1.17)

P i n

the contribution coming from the first term cd'ter the substitution in E<:|.(1.8), 
becomes zero due to the boundciry conditions, and Hi reduces to,

lli =  -  f  d V — . P n  . (1.18)./ r - r '



y\.n important remark pertaining to tins tbrm of the interaction Hamiltonian is 
that the plane Wcive expansion of the term V,./ · P(r') contains only longitudinal 
wa.ves. We are, therefore, confirmed in restricting our considerations only to the 
longitudinal lattice vibrations, from the beginning.

To quantize the pohirization field, the conjugate variables P  and If cire to l̂ e 
considered as operators obeying the commutation relation.

Clmpter 1. INTRODUCTION 8

in.. P.1\ =  -Ui6i:j i , j  =  x ,y ,z  . (1.19)

phonon annihilation and creation operators are defined as,

Air) = (1.20)

/Tt(f) =

with
[A-(f),At(7·')] = %  6 ( r - r ' )  . 

Expcuiding the operators in plane waves;

( 1.21)

( 1.22)

Ht(r) =
1 ^  r,T

s / V ^ Q
Ü Q t

where V is the normalization volume and Q is the phonon wave vector, the 
commutation relation (1.21) implies for the new operators,

Cl-iPl] at, at 0 . (1.2:1)— Sij and [a,;,a,] =

lnvo',rting the set of (xiua.tions (1.20) and substituting /l(? )̂ and A (̂?") cis given i 

Eq.(1.22), we have,

Q

m

P ir) =

H('r) =  7U

h
I'fijJioV Q Q ^

(1.24)

7/ia>LO y-̂  ^  ,̂-i.Q-f
2\/ Q

(IgC. age iQ
1
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Inserting these expressions in equcitions (1.6) and (1.18), we obtain,

=  IlLOl̂ o UpCtQ (1.25)
Q

«.-pi. =
Q

where Vq =  -iA'K^Je^hl2^uJi^o Vil/Q) is the interaction arnplitucle. With the 
value of 7 as given in Eq.(1.16) substituted in, and choosing hu\,o as a unit of 
energy, u =  ( /i /2??r*o;Lo) '̂  ̂ as a unit of length, i.e. rncdiing the following seeding 
transformations,

H r —> ur Q —> Q/u V —> u^V (1.26)

the dimensionless Fröhlich Hamiltonian, in its well estciblished form, is written
as

H  — + Vcouiir', {H,·}) + ^  Vq (̂ UQe‘^̂ ' + UqS
Q Q

where now.

Q
/dTTCv 1

is taken as real for notational convenience, and in which,

■,2
tt' - ( -  2 u , ,

TrrCiOui 1

(1.27)

(1.28)

(1.29)
Co/ V I'l- h<^LO 

is the dimensionless electron-phonon coupling constant.
The polaron Ccilculations are performed genercilly in dimensionless units. It is 

convenient to choose li — lo\̂o =  T facilitate the notation. If further, 2m* = 1 
is chosen, the form of the Hamiltonian in Eq.(1.27) remains the same, but if 
m* =  1 is the choice, the scaling unit length becomes u =  l /\ /2, so that we have 
a fcictor of 1/2 in front of ¡T, also the interaction amplitude becomes modified as 
\/q  =  (2\/2a/V)^^'^{l/Q), where the numerical value of cv rerricdns the same for 
both cases.

The Hamiltonian derived in this section, will be the starting point for all 
tlie ccdculations to be presented in this work. Since the exfict solution of the
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Material a (meV)
KCl 5.6 26.7
NaCl 5.5 33.6
AgBr 1.56 17.1
CdTe 0.40 20.8
InP 0.11 43.3
CaAs 0.07 36.8
IiiAs 0.05 .30.2

Table 1.1: Coupling constants and LO-phonon frequencies of some common 
materials
Note that these experimental values correspond to liquid helium temperature and 
one may expect slightly larger values at 0°K.

Hamiltonicin is not avaihible, we will consider several approximation methods, 
common in the literature, for obtaining the ground state properties of the pohuon, 
giving most emphasis to the bulk phonon effects on the low dimensionally confined 
electron.

In the next section we will briefly mention those approximation techniques, 
which will be dealt with in more detciil, in the Ibllowing chapters.

1.2 Approximation Methods

In the Fröhlich Hamiltonian, when expressed in units of hu\_,o, all the material 
dependent parameters are summed up into the dimensionless constant a. The 
numerical Vcdue of this electron-phonon interaction constant can be quite different 
for different types of the materials, ranging from ~  0.01 up to ~  10. It is large 
for highly polar materials such as alkali halides, whereas it is small lor compound 
semiconductors. In Table 1.1 we list the values of a and the energy unit liuju) for 
several common materials, as calculated with the given data in a review article 

by Kartheuser.'^^
The interpretation of the polaron problem and its mathematical structure are
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relatively simple and well understood in the asymptotic limits of the interaction 
strength. One of the basic points of view is the case where the kinetic energy of 
tlie electron is much smaller than the energy of the phonon modes, and a <C 1. In 
this case the lattice deformation tends to follow the electron, as it moves through 
the crystal. A reasonable treatment to such a case is to take the electron-phonon 
interaction, i/c-ph? as a. perturbation* '̂' “̂“'̂ '̂  and to calculate the corrections to the 
energy eigenvalues brought al>out by the polaron effect.

Another approach which successfully gives a good description of the behavior 
of the electron and its concomitant lattice deformation at weak coupling has been 
developed by Lee, Low and Pines'̂ ^̂  (LLP). This theory is of variational nature and 
leads to essentially the same results as the perturbation theory in the leading order 
in cv, but this approximation remains valid for a broader domain of the coupling 
constant, therefore, it is generally referred to as the intermediate coupling theory. 
They have introduced a canonical transformation which eliminates the electron 
coordiiicites from the Hamiltonian. The LLP approximation became particularly 
influential and it has been applied cis an important tool in many subsec|uent 
publications.*^“''·̂

A contrasting point of view originates from the idea that for a strong enough 
electron-phonon interaction (a ^  f) the electron goes into a bound state with 
a highly loccilized wave function in the sell-induced potentiel!, which is built 
up by the field of correlated virtual p h o n o n s . I f  the electron is really deeply 
bound, one expects the lattice deformation to react back and produce some 
structure in the electronic wave function, and the presence of the electron in turn 
determines and maintains the size and shape of the deformation. The point of 
view presented by these arguments is referred to as the strong coupling (adiabatic) 
theory. The method, basically consists of proposing a trial wave function lor the 
electron with some pai’cimeters, and making use of the variational principle, to 
calculate the ground state polaron properties. There are several other works on 
the strong coupling theory,''· ’̂''''’“·” ’'·'*’'''' in the literature. Since for the bulk, the 
strong coupling theory gives dependable results only cit some unrealistic values 
of the coupling constant, (a > 10), it can be considered cis an academic theory.
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nip -  1
2D — (Tr/2)a (tt/S )«
3D — CY ( l / 6)cv
2D (7r‘̂ /16)a''
3D — ( l / 37r)cv‘·̂ (16/8l7T "*)«■'

a <  1

a >  1

Table 1.2: Results of perturbation and strong coupling theories lor the polaron 
properties
PolcU’on ground state energy, iig, is in units of /¿culo arid the polaron mass, m,>, 
is taken in units of electron band mass m*.

but however, as we will see, the coniinement effects bring about the concept of 
pseudo-enhancement in the electron-phonon coupling, extending the doniciin of 
validity of this apiDroach in low dimensional systems.

The results of the perturbation and strong coupling theories, up to the leading 
orders in cv, for the ground state energy, and the effective mass of the polaron, 
are summarized in Table 1.2. We have provided the results of 2-dimensional (2D) 
jrolaron as well as those of the bidk (3D) polaron, to demonstrate the effect of 
confinement, on the polaron properties.

It is seen that the functional dependences of the ground state energy and 
phonon contribution to effective mass (m,, — 1), on a, are quite different at the 
two limiting regiiTies. Besides, the numerical coefficients get considerably larger 
with the reduction in the dimensionality (cf. Table 1.3).

Recently, Peeters et have derived an interesting scaling rehrtion for (2D) 
polaron properties, taking (3D) case as a reference;

(■ ^ ‘̂ ) ■ (i'-lO)

Similar relations hold true for other physiciil quantities of interest, such as mean 
number of phonons, linear mobility and impedance function. 3die form of the 
relations in Eq.(1.30) immediately signals the mentioned pseudo-enhancement of 
the interaction strength in low dimensioned systems.

For a more general view of the problem, not restricted to the limiting regimes, 
one requires more powerful methods or interpolating approximations. One ol
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ü,’s(3D ^  2D) mp -  1(3D ^  2D)
a <  1 1.57 2.36
a >  1 3.70 30.82

Table 1.3: Scaling factors for polaron properties from 3D to 2D

such methods, which can be named cis a “perturbcitive variational approach” , 
has been introduced by Devreese et al. in an application to bound polaron. 
'riie procedure is an extension of the adial)atic approximation, in the sense that a 
strongly coupled pohiron stcite combined with a first order perturbative extension 
is used cis a variational trial state, by which it is possible to cichieve a satisfying 
extrapolation towards the weak coupling regime, it has been recently applied to 
3D and 2D free polarons'^  ̂ successfully, cuid also we will consider the quantum 
wire'̂  ̂ and magneto-polaron''® cipplications in the following chapters.

The fiiml approach to polaron problem, to be stated here, is the Feynman 
pa,th integral Ibrmalism. It is the most successful theory, in the sense that 
it provides superior upper bound lor the ground state energy of the Fröhlich 
polaron at arbitrary electron-phonon coupling strength, compared to the other 
approximations. It has been first applied to bulk polaron by Feynman‘ ‘̂̂  in 1955, 
and became an indispensable tool lor the study of the Fröhlich polaron. The 
pioneering work of Fe3mman, initiated the development of functional-integral 
methods in the polaron theory, which, with refined Vciriational procedures, pi’oved 
to be an extremely powerful tool, if not the most powerful. There are very 
elegcint applications of functional-integrcil methods in the literature,*^*“ '*" and 
the Feynman path integral formalism applied to the case of general cpiadratic 
confinement,'^' will be presented in the sixth chapter.



Chapter 2

PERTURBATION THEORY

When the electron-phonon interaction constajit cv is snicill, as it is, in most of 
the semiconductor corni:)ouncls, it is appropriate to consider the interaction term 
of the Fröhlich Hamiltonian as a perturbation. The unperturbed Hamiltonian 
then, describes a decoupled system of an electron and phonons, d'he effect of 
electron-phonon interaction leads to sma.ll corrections for the eigenstci.tes a.nd 
eigenenergies of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, in the form of a i^ower series in £v. 
d'o demonstrate the approach ol the i)erturbation theory consider tlie following 
Hamiltonian, in which is small compared to the unperturbed part, /7^̂ .

H =  7/(0) +  //(<)

I'()r the polaron problem we luive,

=  77e +  / /p h ,

The solution of the Schrödinger equation

H\^n) =  E„,\y]>n)

Ccan be expanded in a perturbation series of the form,

En =  +

(2 .1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)
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where n stcuicls for all the quantmn nurnbers characterizing the system. 
Substituting these series in Eq.(2.3), one can consider the terms with the same 
order independently. The zeroth-order terms give simply the equation for the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian,

(2.5)

which can be assumed to be solved exactly. The first order correction to the 
energies can be found to be the expectation value of in the unperturbed 
states,

= (2.6)

For the polaron, as we will see, this first order correction becomes zero, so one 
shoidd consider the next order correction for the energy,

/  |(^(r)|//(^)|vf/W)p
E (2.7)l?0) _  I?(0)L/n Ĵ rn

Finally, for the eigenstates, the perturbation theory leads to the correction term

E p ( 0) _  p(O)i-y/l — I-yjn
(2.8)

in the leading order.

2.1 Application: Quasi 2-Dimensional Polaron

Among the polaron pa.pers,'̂ “̂ '̂' in which perturbation theory has been applied, we 
will consider a recent one by Yildinm and Erçelebi^^ as cui example. In tliat work, 
they have a.ttempted to give a unifying picture for all confinement geometries of 
weakly coupled polaron. It is instructive to review the essential steps of the 
formuhition given therein, since in Chapter 6, the same problem will l)e treated 
within the framework of j^ath integral formalism and the correspondence between 
the two methodologies will be discussed.

'File simple model adopted in that work, is capable of reflecting the ground 
sta.te property of the confined polaron, where the degree of confinement can
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be chosen flexibly, through the usage of an cuiisotropic parabolic potential box. 
However, here we will consider the ciuasi-2 dimensional slab-like conhgurcition for 
the confinement of the electron.

With the appropriate units (2rn* — h — culo =  1), the Hamiltonian describing 
the confined electron coupled to LO-phonons is in the form as given in Eq.(1.27). 
For the confining potential,

K o „f =  (2.9)

has been chosen, where the dimens.ionless frequency ÍÍ in units of cjlo the 
measure of the degree of confinement in the r¿;-directioii. By vaiying íi from zero 
to values much larger than unity, one am ¿ichieve a continuous transition from 
bulk to the strict 2-dimensional geometry.

The unperturbed states of the system is expressed in a product form of the 
electron and phonon parts,

=  W  (2.10)

wliere the electronic part satisfies the wave equation

Яе = еДА?) |Ф̂ У̂ (7Т,2')) ;у = 0,1,2,... (2.11)

The electronic wave function is composed of harmonic oscillator states for the 
,::-direction, and since the electron is free in the transverse directions, a plcirie 
wave representation is utilized for its motion pcirallel to the x-y plane.

exp(-hb '·^ ) ф1;{д) (2.12)

~  expiik · ¿7) (2.13)

with ER denoting the Hermite polynomial of degree v. The corresponding energy 
eigenvalues of Eq.(2.11) are then given by

=  {y +  ~ )0  . ('■̂ •14)

The phonon stcvte \u q ) is the Fock number state, with the ground state 

(phonon Vcicuurn), |0), characterized as;

« q |0) = 0 . (2.15)
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For the ground state of the pohu-on, the electron should also be taken in the 
lowest subband (;/ =  0).

The first non-Vcinishing contribution to the ground state energy conics from 
the second order term, as given in Eq.(2.7),

( 2. 16)
y^ I' A-'.i/.lq' PM fc,o,o / I

~  Q P - l +  t A P ) - e o i k )

With the form (1.27) of the Prohlich interaction, the above equation ca.n be 
written alternatively as.

if  > = - E EE I'vi'/or'
vvhere

ihA(h) =

Q k

1

1 +  ihy + k'-^- A:2 (2.17)

\/2‘'iA V
Q \ w roo ( il \ 1
^  j J_^ dz e\p{-iqzz) Hu ( Y I exp(-:jii.?'^) (2.18)

i t f  j

Projecting out the k' summation one obtains

1 1
f '  =  - E K J E

Q

_____________________( ¿ V
1 +  Çly ( f  — 2k. · q \ 0 , j  \ 0  ^

(2.19)

It should be noted that, in the ground state, the electron is stationary [k — 0). 
However, to keep trci.ce of the effective mass of the polaron, one can consider 
the electron to have a small momentum [k ~  0), cind expand the summand in 
Eq.(2.f9) in a power series up to second order in k · </,

{2k · q)'̂
/ i f  =  - E ' ^ q «^p

Q

the identity

1 f r

+ Vlv +  q'̂  (1 +  Hi-' +  qA2\3

( 2.20)

E y  iy\ (a +  hv)'“1+1
I I

— — (/t; r/"· exp(—m /+ /fe“ *̂') n =  0, 1, 2,... (2.21)
7i! Jo
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and defining
i2?/

I _  g-n?; ’

the ground state energy, +  E^^\ CcUi be written as,

Eg =  -i2 — £p +  A:̂ (l — p)

roowhere
e exp

Q

2

and /•'Xi
H  Kq r/'-̂  / di] i f  e~" exp 
Q (7(v/)

)?/

( 2 .2 2 )

(2.23)

(2.24.)

(2.25)

In the above, Sp is the polaron binding energy and p is the pohironic contribution 
to the composite inertia of the electron together with the concomitant cloud of 
virtual phonons, i.e.

nip =  (1 -  p)~  ̂ ~  1 +  /i (2.26)

is the polaron effective mass in units of rri*.
The evalucition of the integrals in Eq.(2.24) and (2.25) re(|uire numerical 

treatment for arbitrai'y values of i2. Tor the two special cases, however, the 
aucdytic results are readily available. In the case of i2 =  0, a(r/) =  1 and one 
obtains the results relevant to the bulk polaron. Pbr the binding energy one luis

I'OO p

e“ ’' exp -iq^  +  ql)·!]] =  ^  
Q Q 1 +

=  CY

Similarly, Eq.(2.25) reduces to

I3D) =  dqife  '’ exp\^-{q^ +  ql)i] (2.28)

CY

E '^ qV ( . ^ ^ q 2).3 6 ·

In the strict 2D limit (i2 —> oo), cr(?/) tends to infinity, and the corresponding 

integrals simplify to

Q 1 + q'̂  2
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e / a |Li/a

0.40

0.30

0.20

Figure 2.1: Perturbcition theory results for quasi-2-dimensiona.I polaron 
The hiiiding energy op, and the phonon correction to the effective mass p as functions 
of tl>e degree of confinement il.

and
(2 D ) E 7T

-a . (2 ,:!0)
Q ( i+ < ;V  8

The binding energy and the phonon contribution to the effective nuiss as 
functions of the degree of coniinement, are provided in Fig.2.1. With the 
increasing value of il, laoth Tp and p approach smoothly to their asymptotic 
two-dimensional values.

For a. total overview interpolating between all possible extremes of the effective 
dimensionality one should refer back to the Eq.(2.2) and revise the calculations 
with a more general confining potential,

c„„r = jif'ie' + ■ (2.31)

The binding energy thus obtained is given in the same form as in Eq.(2.24) where 
now it reads as

„2roo
5p = Vq /  di) e“ " exp 

Q

- ( (2.32)
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ill and/or O2 slab (ill =  0) wire (ÎÎ2 =  0) box (ill =  Ü2)
10 1.16 1.44 2.02
100 1.33 2.23 5.72

Table 2.1: ( Joinparison of polciron binding energies in different confinement 
geometries

with

M v )  =
üiT]

■i =  1,2 . (2.33)1 -  e - “ '"
Projecting out the summations over the wave vector comiDonents one obtains,

s/ tt Jo V V

(J2(?/) a.rctan7(7/)
l iv )

where

-  ' )

(2.34)

(2.35)

The solution of Eq.(2.34) reciuires numericcd treatment. By varying the 
potential parameters 0 ,, one can trace out all possible extremes of the effective 
dimensionality. For a comparison of the different confinement geometries, 
consider the data given in Table 2.1. The binding gets deeper as the electron 
confinement is increased.

The domain of validity of perturbcition theory is restricted to small values 
of cv. In certain compound semiconductor structures, such as II-VI compounds, 
the relevcmt coupling consta.nts cannot be regarded as sufficiently small (o; 0.4
for CdTe, for instance) for the perturbation cipproach to be totally dependable. 
Moreover, we have mentioned about the pseudo-enhancement in cv, realized in 
confined systems, bringing about a strong coupling counterpart to the prol)lem. 
Therefore, one requires alternative methods to deal with interifiediate and strong 
coupling regimes, and yet more powerful interpolating theories to get a unifying 
picture over the complete range of a. Those theories will be the subject matter 
of the following chapters.



Chapter 3

STRONG COUPLING  
THEORY

When the electron-phonon interaction is strong enough, due to the phonon 
held, there induces a deep deforniation potential surrounding the electron, 
and it appecirs to be trcipped in this potential. With this consideration, the 
polaron, in strong coupling regime was studied by Pekar" (and otliers'·'’’ "’’·*") 
who hypothesized that in this limit the total ground state wave function could l)e 
l.aken as a product of an electronic function and a phonon part. I'he Pekar ansatz 
is l)ased on the physically appealing notion that, at large coupling, the phonons 
cannot follow the rapidly moving electron (as they do at weak coupling) and so 
resign themselves to interacting only with the mean electronic density (adiabatic 
condition).

Befoi'e discussing the details of these a.rguments, let us first consider the 
standard canonical transformation of strong coupling theory.

3.1 Displaced Oscillator Transformation

d'he Frcihlich polaron can l)e viewed as an assembly of harmonic oscillators 
interacting with the electron. Thus, considering one of the oscillators that of 
the assembly, the wave equation describing the coupling of the oscillator to the

21
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(electron is given by

Nq ^ q '̂ >-Q̂ Q ) 'i’Q =  (q '^Q (3.1)

where X q and eg are the dimensionless coordinate and the energy of the oscillator 
with the wave vector Q, and the parameter u q  is the force term due to the 
interaction.

After completing to a squcire, the Eq.(3.1) takes the form

1
~'^Xq +  ~ ~  “ qj (3.2)

from which 2 u q  can be interpreted iis the equilibrium coordinate. Assuming 
that all the phonon modes beluive independently in the same way, tlie total 
Hamiltonian can be written in terms of the phonon creation and annihilation 
operators as,

II = Y^ [«Q«Q -  “ g («g  +  « q)
Q

(3.3)

d'he terms linear in U q  and u q  can easily be made to disappear by defining a. set 
of new operators,

«g =  «g -  U q  al^ =  aj, -  u q  (3.4)

which Cciri be obtciiiied through a canonical transformation of the previous ones,

U q  =  V  ‘ iI q V i l  =

where
U = exp «g («g  -  al )̂ . 

Q

(3.5)

(3.6)

Instecid of transforming the phonon opera.tors, one can equivalently consider 
the phonon ground state to be chosen as U|0) rather than,the bare phonon 
vcicuum |0), where the origin is shifted over to the equilibrium coordinirtes (cf. 
Fig.3.1). This kind of representation is widely known as displaced oscillator 

transformation.
Clearly, the amount by which the origin is to be displaced depends on the 

interaction strength and further on the electronic charge density in a somewhat
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of displaced oscillator potential.
'L'he solid and dashed curves represent undisplaced and displaced oscillators respec
tively.

implicit manner. Therefore, the procedure of strong coupling theory will consist 
of proposing a variatioiicil Wcive function for the electron and throngh the 
minimization of the ground stcite energy, determining the variational pariuneters 
and the terms uq simultaneously. In the rest of this chapter, we will exem|:)lify 
these arguments in the case of strongly coupled polaron in a cylindrical quantum

wire. 5'1

3.2 Application: Infinite Boundary Quantum 
Wire

In this section we retrieve, within the strong-coupling theory, the quasi-one 
dimensioncil analog of the standcird optical polaron relevant to a cylindrical 
(|uantum well wire. Under the assumption of perfect confinement the ground 
state binding energy, effective polaronic mass and the phonon-coupling - induced
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potential well profiles will be given as functions of the wire I'ciclius and the electron- 
phonon interaction strength.

3.2.1 Introduction

Qucuitum well - heterostructure - type systems with reduced dimensionality 
have become important ¿is a basis for novel devices, owing to the possibility 
of tailoring their electronic and optical properties. The impressive progress 
achieved in microfabrication technology (such as molecular beam ei^itaxy, 
lithogi’ciphic and etching techniques) 1ms created a variety of opportunities for 
the fabrication of new semiconductor structures. Of particular interest is the 
quantum well wire (QWW) configuration based on the confinement of electrons 
in a thin semiconducting wire where the motion is quantized in the transverse 
directions normal to its length. Since their early prediction'^ and subsequent 
fabrication,™^®  ̂ there has appeared quite a large interest in phonon-coupling - 
induced effects and polaronic properties of one dimensionally confined electrons. 
Some considerable amount of the literature published within this context hiis 
l)een devoted to the interaction of electrons with bulk-like LO-phonons and the 
study of the relevcint polaron p r o p e r t i e s . T h e  common prediction 
led by these works is that in quantum wires where the electrons are fundamentally 
quasi-one dimensioned (QlD ) the polaronic binding is far much deeper than in 
compiirable quasi-two dimensional systems. Alternatively stating, high degrees 
of confinement (as realized in thin wires) lead to a pseudo-enhancement in the 
effective electron-phonon coupling which in turn brings about the possibility that, 
in spite of weak polar coupling as in GaAs, for instance, the polaron problem 
rna.y as well have a strong-coupling counterpart coming from confinement effects. 
This salient feature can be more prominent in II-VI compound semiconductors 
or in alkcdi halides where the relevant coupling strengths are a,lniost an order of 
magnitude larger or even much stronger tlmn those in III-V matericils. We thus 
feel that for not too weak and pseudo-enhanced electron-phonon coupling, the 
strong-coupling polaron theory should not be accounted for as a totally academic
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ibriTiaJism but may serve so as to provide some insight into the study of polarons 
in confined media consisting of materials of somewhat strong polar crystals. Here 
we refer to the case of an electi'on perfectly conhned within a cylindrical boundary 
with infinite potentiell, studying the ground state properties (the binding energy, 
mass and the phonon-coupling - induced effective potential) of the QlD strong
coupling polciron as functions of the coupling strength and the QWW radius.

3.2.2 Theory

Hamiltonian and Wave Function

As always, we start with the Fröhlich Hcimiltonian in dimensionless units in the 
form as it is given in Eq.(1.27). For the confining potential we adopt an infinite 
boundary cylindrical quantum wire of radius ft.

hconf( )̂
0 if g < R

(3.7)
oo if  ̂ > ft

In cylindrical coordinates, r =  {g,z)^ we take the electron trial wave function 
as consisting of two adjustable parameters A and ¡.i accounting for the anisotropic 
nature of the confined system

^eiQ.z) =  (AV7r)'/V(i0exp(-^A^F'^) (3.8)

and
1

T{q) =  i'L>3o(K.g) e x p ( - - / i  g ) . (3.9)

In the above, the exponential factor e""' (with w being a. further variational 
])arameter) sets the system in motion, thus enabling one to trace the polaron 
mass along the wire axis. .Jo is the zeroth order cylindriccil Bessel function of the 
first kind in which k. =  jo, JR·, where jo.i ~  2.4048 · ·· is its first zero. The 
normalizcition constant rig is given through ‘Itt dg gj^ig) — 1. With the form 
(3) adopted for the lafei'cil part of the electron trial state, the Bessel function 
takes Ccire of the geometric confinement, and the further confinement induced l)y 
phonon coupling is governed by the Caussian counterpart through pcirameter p.
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Adiabatic Formulation

In the foregoing approxirmition we assume a highly rapid charge density 
fluctuations for the electron to which the lattice responds by acquiring a relaxed 
static deformation clothing the entire extent of the electron. Due to Pekar, the 
adiabcitic polciron ground state thus formed can be written in a product ansa.tz 
consisting of the electron and lattice parts, i.e.,

=  U|0 ), (d.io)

where |0) is the phonon vacuum state, and

U = e x p ^  tig($«)(aQ -  a^) (3.11)
Q

is the unitary displcicement opercitor of the displaced oscilbitor transfornuition 
mentioned in the previous section, changing the reference system of virtiud 
particles by an amount iig($e). It should be noted that simulta.neous 
optimizcitions with respect to #e ¿«id ug(d)e) correspond to the self-trapping 
picture of the polaron where the electron distribution and the lattice polarizcition 
influence each other in such a way that a, stable relaxed state is eventually 
attained. Under the canonical transformation H —> U ~‘ //U , the HamiltonicUi 

conforms to

H' = +  K o n f ( £ ' )  +  m m  e x p ( f Q  · r) +  CC

Q Q

Q Q

(iQ +  hc} (3.12)

Since the Hamiltonicur is invariant to translations of the electron together with 
its concomitant lattice distortion, the total momentum along the wire cixis

= Pz + (1zUq (î q  (-I-1-1)
Q

must be conserved. The variation therefore requires an optimization of the 
polaron state tlfg which minimizes ( \kg |//| il/g ) subject to the constraint that 

is a constant of motion. Thus, minimizing the functional

F(A,/I,u,;tc,ug) =  ($e|(0|U-'(//-n,P,)U|0)|<ke) (3.14)
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with respect to -w and uq yields
1

w  =  - V , cllld = V q S q î Jq (3.15)

wliere

I exp(±iQ  · r) I )

VQ =  { l - v u p ) - ' -

(3.16)

(3.17)

in which the Lagrange multiplier is to be identified as the polaron velocity^'"’*̂ ' 
along the wire cixis, as it turns out.

In what follows we ¿idopt the case of a stationciry polaron, i.e. take 
(#e |U-lP,U|$e) as zero, and thus regard v, as a virtual velocity which we 
retain in the foregoing steps to keep track of the effective mass of the coupled 
electron-phonon complex.

In complete form, with the optinicd fits for to cuid u q  substituted in, Eq.(3.14) 
takes the form

F(A,/i,Uj) =  Cfc +  X ] '̂̂q q̂ (Vq ~  V̂q ) ~ T'̂ z ~  ^  "̂ q^%Vq '̂ z(Iz (3.18)
Q  ̂ Q

where \p'̂  I ) ·
In order to trace out the polaron mass from the above equa.tion we liave 

to split the right hand side into its parts consisting of the binding energy of the 
polaron alone and the additional kinetic contribution which shows up after having 
imposed a virtual momentum on the polaron. We are thus tempted to expand 
the summands in Eq.(3.18) in a power series up to order vj. We obtain

F(A,//,u,0 =  E’g(A,|t¿) -  ^vlnip

where

Q

refers to the ground state energy cuid the factor m,, multiplying is identified 
as the polaron mass, given by

(3.19)

(3.20)

rnP =  l + E K ^ k '
Q

(3.21)
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Defining
NO

28

/•.70.1
.(.t ) =  /  d ttC ]U t)J ,,A t)M xl:)exp (-!— C ) ,  (;5.22)•/0 K.

we write the following expressions lor Ck cincl sq which take pcirt in Eq.(3.20) and 
(3.21)

.. _  ' \2 , ,.2 , ,.2ro 2(7ioVo) -  ( /t //i)V iJ (0 ) , (3.23)

a.nd
ASQ =  exp( ’ (3.24)

with
0̂0 A ! (3.25)

Projecting out the Q-sumrnations: Ŷ q VQSQql'’\ we further write

roo
-  a dq , (3.26)

and
 ̂ l~2

?7rp =  1 +  cv dq rj { y -  A -  <lf„} , (3.27)

where
/ ,  =  e x p ( , ,^ .J e r f c (^ p , (3.28)

with erfc denoting the complementary error function.

3.2.3 Results and Conclusions

In order to obtain the binding energy and effective mass cori’ection of the polaron 
we numerically minimize Eq.(3.26) with respect to the variational parameters //. 
and A. The parameters thus determined are displayed against the wire radius for 
a. succession of strong a values in Fig.3.2(a). It is seen that for large wire radii the 
curves for ¡.i cind A both luive the same asymptotic 3D limit (y< =  A = y^2/97ro'), 
and as R is made to ¿ipprocich the bulk - polaron size the curves begin to split 
depicting the anisotropy due to the confinement imposed by the wire boundary. 
We note thcit the place cit which the anisotropy stcirts to show up gets shifted to
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Radius

Figure 3.2: The variational pcircurieters and spaticil extents as functions of radius 
(a.) The variational parameters /./, (solid curve) and A (dashed curve), and (b) the spatial 
extents (solid) and C  (dashed) of the polaron as a function of the wire radius.

smaller R values for stronger phonon coupling since for large cv the starting state 
of the polaron is already a highly-localized one (as implied by the relatively large 
values of the parameters p and A) and a. smaller - sized polaron feels the effect of 
t.he confining boundciry only for smaller wire radius.

For a complementary understanding of the variation of the spaticil extent 
of the polaron in the laferal and longitudinal directions, we cilso provide plots 
(Fig.3.2(b)) of the direct measures of localization of the electron coordinates 
expressed in terms of the corresponding rrns - values given by

1 / 2

= « ' ^\Æ V'2 0̂0

a.nd
=  {($,|.^''|<I>,)}'^' =  (2A^)̂ -1/2

(3.29)

(3.30)
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Figure 3.3: Rcidicil part of electronic wave function 
<pig) versus g for various pairs (a,R) of a ( = 3,5,7) and R (= 0.5,2,5). In the plots 
the peak value of (p is normalized to unity, and g is expressed in units of R.

It should be remarked that the two parameters (cv and R) characterizing 
the system do not enter the problem in an independent way but together ta.ke 
part in an interrelated manner in the binding, thus inducing an implicit coupling 
l)etween the transverse and longitudinal coordinates of the electron. Examining 
the family of curves for ju and A and lor and we see that, even though there 
is no geometric confinement along the wire axis, the axial extent of the polaron 
shrinks monotonically inwards contrciry to what one might have expected if the 
effective electron - LO phonon interaction in the axial direction were insensitive 

to the varicition of R.
Going from the bulk case to the quasi-one dimensional limit/QID) there comes 

about a competitive interrelation between whether the charge distribution (and 
lienee the lattice deformation) will condense onto the origin (the polaron center) 
or will expand to relax itself in the longitudinal directions along the wire axis.
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Starting from /2 >  1 and then restricting the transverse spread of the electron the 
contribution corning from the tendency of the polaron to expand longitudinally 
is compensated over by the pseudo-enhancement in the effective phonon coupling 
due to lateral loccilization towards the wire axis, thus in the overall, leading to 
a shrinking spatial extent in the ± z  directions. Meanwhile, with contracting 
wire size there results an alteration in the hiteral structure of the electron wave 
function ci.s depicted by the [̂¿-proiile, disphiying first a monotonic decrease and 
tlien an increase, implying that the radial part, (f(g), of the electron wave 
function conforms to a form structured more by its Bessel-function counterpcxrt, 
.lo(/vp), rcither than a narrow Gaus.sian, exp(—/i^p^/2), decaying far before the 
boundary is reached (cf.. Fig.3.3). This Ccin alternatively be recognized from that, 
regcU’dless of cv, the curves for (cf.. Fig.3.2(b)) all tend to the same asymptote 
meaning that at small wire radii the lateral extent of the polaron is governed 
mairdy by the geometric confinement rather than phonon coupling - induced 
localization. A comiDlementary feature is that when R is far below unity both 
/i and A display rather rapidly growing profiles compatible with a considerably 
pronounced effective phonon coupling and a highly localized characterization of 
the polaron in all directions.

For completeness, we also present a pictorial view of the phonon-coupling - 
induced potential well profiles

Vie, .̂ ) =  7 E  Vq ( 'I'g Ke'«' ·’« «  + hc)|'t, ) . (3.31)
Q

along the radial and transverse directions. Using Eq.(3.12) with u q  =  Uq -sq, 

Eq.(3.31) conforms to

1
l/(p,.r) =  — X :F^Sq (G^-’>C C ) 

Q

(3.32)

in which sq is given by Eq.(3.24). Setting z — 0 and =  0, respectively for 
the potential profiles along the radicil (g)- and longitudinal {z)- directions and 
projecting out the wave vector summation we obtain

2 p
Vg = ---- a dqr,.e erfc(f) Jo(i></)

e Jo
(3.33)
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Figure 3.4: Plioiion-coupling-incluced potentiell well profiles.
'I'lie radial and longitudinal parts are represented respectively by the upper and lower 
curves. The potentials Vq and ‘‘■re given in arbitrary units on a linear scale, whereas 
g and are expressed in terms of R.

K =
1
-a

roo ,,
dq e''[h,,(z) +  h,j{-z)] (3.34)

where
i ^  and h,,(z) =  e'̂ ‘'erfc(Z +  \z) . (3.35)

In Fig.3.4 we plot Vq =  V{g^z =  0) and K =  V {q =  0 ,i )  for different 
permutcitions of a (=  3,5) and R (=  0.5,1.5). It is readily seen that the 
interaction potential gets deeper for strong cv and/or narrow R where the two 
parameters together play a combined role in favor of a more effective coupling 
of the electron to the phonon field. The spatial anisotropy mentioned in the 
preceding paragraph is also portrayed in the set of curves for the potential profiles 
in that K  lies deviated below Vg, the digression being most significant for small 
R values and at sites more on the boundary side rather than the axial region
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10

10

10

Figure 3.5: Polaronic binding energy and effective mass 
Sp and Anip as functions of R for several values of a.

ig/R, z/R <  0.1) where V¡, and VC join cuicl form spherically symmetric (isotropic) 
equi potentials.

A more brief content of the arguments given above is provided in Fig.3.5 where 

we plot the binding energy, Ep =  (jo,i/ñ)^ “  '̂g (I'elative to the subband), and 
the polaronic contribution to the bcuid mass, ArUp =  nip — 1, against the wire 
radius for a set of distinctive a-values. We once again note the Scune qualitative 
Ijeliavior where the growth rates of Ep and nip are somewhat moderate for large 
R, but however on the opposite extreme where R is tuned to sniciller values l)oth 
¿"p and nip tire observed to increase with very pronounced slopes the growth rates 
of which being significantly greater for stronger a.

The adiabatic theory employed in this work gives =  cv /̂37r in the bulk
ca.se, and =  (tt/S )« ’·̂ for a strictly two dimensional polaron.*^ The general
trend that the polaron quantities are inherently pronounced in low dimensional 
systems is also reflected in our present results. For a wire with cv =  3 and R =  1,
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for instance, we obtain £p =  3.377. For thinner wires the binding gets naturally 
deeper since the electronic wave function becomes even more localized in both 
directions perpendicular to the wire axis. We obtain £p =  5.485 when R =  0.5 and 
Sp =  9.920 when R. — 0.2. A comparison of these values with the corresponding 
three- =  0.955) and two- =  3.534) dimensional Vcdues reveals that
the [jolaron binding energy is much greater when the effective dimensionality is 
reduced from three to QID than when reduced from three to two. The same is 
true for the polaron mass where A?7ip in quantum wires of small dimensions are 
much larger than those in comparcible two dimensional wells.



Chapter 4

INTERMEDIATE COUPLING  
THEORY

In the last two chcipters, we hcive considered the two inethods appropriate to the 
small and large values of the electron phonon interaction strength, flowever, in 
some cases of interest, the interaction constant has intermediate values, being so 
hirge that the perturbation theory breaks down, but on the other hand it is still 
small for the adiabatic approximation to be totally valid. 'I'he earliest attempt to 
d(ial with this intermediate coupling regime has Ireen nicide Iry Lee, Low and Pines 
(LLP)."*'  ̂ The method is based on a variational technique, which is equivalent 
to a. simple canonical trcinsformation. At weak coupling, LLP approximation 
reproduces the results of perturbation theory, and moreover, it has a considerable 
validity for intermediate values of the coupling constant up to a ~  4.

4.1 LLP Transformation

In quantum mechanics, the symmetry properties of the physical system lead to 
important conservation laws. In this regard, the conservation of linear momentum 
is a consequence of translational symmetry. For the polaron problem, the total

:15
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iiiomentum operator,

^ =  P , (4.1)
Q

of the system is a constcuit of motion iuicl commutes with the Fröhlich 
llcimiltonian, which we restate here lor the bulk polaron and in the usual 
dimensionless units (and 2m* =  1),

Ä  =  p ' + E  <‘ q “ Q +  E  r«  (“ Qs"’ ·’’ +  1 '4  ■ (4.2)
Q Q

'riierefore, it is possible to transform to a representation in which the electron 
coordinates are totally eliminated and in which the total momentum P becomes 
a c-number. The required unitary transformation, introduced by Lee, Low and 
Pines,·̂ ^̂  is generated by.

Ui =  exp |i(P -  ^  QciÎ uq) · ?̂ | . (4.3)

Since a unitciry trcinsformcition preserves the eigenvalues of the Schrödinger 
equation, the bcisic polaron Hamiltonicin can equivalently be taken as

n  =  U^Vf/Ui (4.4)

in this approximation.
The form of 7i is easily obtciined by considering the transformation of the 

operators p, «g , ciq and In the new representation one finds.

Uj Ui =  P -  X ] 0«gOg +  i>
Q

(4.5)

and
U r'u gU i =  age-*^’ ·'" ; U r'a^ U j =  , (4.6)

while is left invariant under this transfornicition. Setting p - 0, the new 
Haniiltonian now gets the form,

7 i =  ( p  -  X ]  <3«g «g ) +  Y ,  Vq  (fk j +  « g ) ·
\ Q / Q

(4.7)
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'I'he problem is then reduced to the calculation of the ground state energ,y Eg{ P) 
of this Hamiltonicin, for a given momentum P. For the low-l^ying energy levels of 
the electron, -fc'g(P) Ccui be represented by a power series expansion in P·̂ . Thus, 
up to hrst order in P ,̂ one can write E^(P) ~  —Sp +  P /̂?vrp, where Sp is the 
|)ohu'onic binding energy and nip is identified as the polaron mass (in units of 
m*).

The calculation of Eg{ P) requires a variational procedure. It is the expectation 
value of the Hcuniltonian 7i in the ground state v&g, chosen in the form.

i ,  =  u ,| o ),

where | 0 ) is the phonon vacuum, and

U 2 =  expJ2uQ(aQ -  
Q

(4.8)

(4.9)

is the generator of displaced oscillator transformation tlicit we have introduced 
previously in the strong coupling theory. The pariuneters u q  here are to be 
determined variationally to minimize the ground state energy.

In their original work, using the outlined procedure, LLP Imve found the 
ground state polaronic binding energy in the leading order of o.

cv (4.10)

same as in second order perturbation theory, but the effective rruvss is obtained 

in the form
??îp =  l +  cv/6 (4.11)

regai'dless of the value of coupling constant. In contrivst to that obtained by 
perturbation theory, nip =  1/(1 -  o;/6), this form of effective mass does not 
suffer from the unacceptable divergence at cv ~  6. Therefore, it seems that LLP 
approximation expands the domain of validity of perturbation theory results up 

to interrnedicite values of cv.
In the next section, we will apply the arguments of LLP approximation, in a 

somewhat modified manner, to the same problem of previous chapter; the polaron 

in an infinite boundary quantum well wire.
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4.2 Application: Quantum Wire

4.2.1 Introduction

Under the assumption of perfect coniinernent, i.e. with

Konf(£>)
0 if g < R 

oo i i g > R
(4.12)

we have Ccilculated the poiciron qruintities, within the frcunework of strong 
coupling theory, in the previous clmpter. In thin wires, clue to the high degree 
of confinement brought about in the lateral directions, even when the electron 
phonon interaction is not dominantly strong enough, the adia.batic theory gives 
a. i-easonable description of the polaron. To demonstrate this feature, we choose 
to compare the polaronic binding energy results of strong coupling'^  ̂ ¿uid path 
intfigraU'' theories applied to the polaron in a parabolic ciuantum wire problem. 
Both works hcive been performed with a form fô onf ~  lYg^ taken as the wire 
boundary. Although the two types of boundary potentials (rigid and parabolic) 
are cjualitatively different in rmture, we mention the results of those works here, 
just to seek the domain of validity of strong coupling theory.

An immediate gbuice at Fig.4.1 reveals that the strong coupling theory is 
totally iiicideciuate for small values of a:, giving binding energies far below the 
path integral results, but when the strength of the coupling is increased to larger 
vaJues, the results of the two theories tend to approach each other, cuid eventually 
match, becoming almost identical in the large a limit. It is also seen that the 
point where the two theories start to be ecjuivalent, shifts down to smaller values 
of Q', with the increased degree of localizcition. For il =  10̂  (the topmost curves), 
which corresponds to a rather thin wire, strong coupling theory remains successful 
down to the intermediate values of a ~  2. The qualitative understcuiding of the 
situation is possible. In the QlD-configuration, the polaron becomes highly 
localized towards the, axis of the wire due to the boundary potential squeezing 
the clmrge density of the electron inward in all transverse directions, leading 
to a pseudo-enhcincement in the value of the effective a, through the increased
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Figure 4.1: The extended domain of validity of strong couj^ling theory in highly 
confined systems.
The polaron binding energy as a function of coupling constant, in the parabolic 
boundary wire configuration. The solid and dashed curves are respectively the results 
of strong coupling [.53] and path integral [77] theories. For each set of curves, from 
bottom to top, if = 0, 10, 10̂ , 10̂ .

efficiency of the electron coupling to the ptionons. Hence, even in weak polar 
rnatericils (e.g., CaAs), the polaron problem may show up a strong-coupling 
aspect l:)rought about l̂ y confinement effects and this feature becomes even 
more prominent in If-V I compound semiconductors where the relevant coupling 
strengths are ¿ilmost an order of magnitude larger than those in III-V materials.

We thus feel tluit, even for weak or intermediate coupling strengths, the lattice 
may accpiire a relaxed static deformation, clothing the entire extent of the rapidly 
fluctuating electron in the directions transverse to the axis of a thin wire. Still, 
however, in the Ccise of a wecdc coupling, the ions may respond to the instcintaneous 
position of the electron along the length of the wire. Conseciuently, one has an 
adiabatic (strong-coupling) condition obtained cdong the two transverse axes, and 
weak-coupling along,the third (z) direction. We refer to this picture as mixed 
coupling.

In this particular situation, the strong coupling theory can be refined to give
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l)etter results, by treciting the almost free (z) direction with a more suitable 
approximation such as LLP trcuisformcition. In the following we apply an 
admixture of strong coupling and LLP intermedicite coupling cipproxirnations, 
for the characterization of the ground state polaron properties in the highly 
a.nisotropic QID systems.

4.2.2 Theory

Hamiltonian and Wave Function

VVe start with the Hamiltonian (1.27), where the confining potential is agciiii taken 
in the form as given in Ecp(4.12). To ciccount for the cylindrical confinement, we 
shall impose the lateral wave function of the electron to be given in the product 
form

=  N .Io{hq) e x p (-^ /i ‘̂ ^̂ )̂ (4.13)

wliere the constant N  serves for normalization. Clearly, .Iq, the zeroth 
order cylindriccd Bessel function of the first kind, takes care of the geometric 
confinenient, and the further confinement induced by phonon coupling is governed 
by the Gaussian counterpcirt through parameter p. In the above, k — R, 
where ;o,i is the first zero of Jq.

Canonical Transformations

'riie polaron Hamiltonian is invariant to transhitions of the electron together with 
its concomitant lattice distortion, and the total momentum along the wire axis 
is conserved, i.e., H  commutes with

P ̂  = — 17T— h fP
dz

(4.14)

in which
H. =  Y^(pal^(iQ (4.15)

Q
refers to the |rhonon momentum. Therefore, it is possilale to transform to 
a. representation in which the relevant coordinate of the electron is totally
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eliminated and the total momentum becomes a c-number. On this purpose, 
applying the one dimensional analogue of LLP unitary transformation (4.4), with

U| =  exp {?:(P, -  n ,)  z} , 

the HamiltonicUi conlbrms to

(4.16)

/ / '  =  U -^ //U i

^  ~ ^  ^  +  h e ). (4.17)

With the above form iichieved for the polaron Hamiltonicin, the problem reduces 
to the evaluation of the ground state energy for a given momentum P,. The 
functioned Ibrm, T'g(P,,), thus obtained ciui then be expanded in a power series 
to second order in the momentum, i.e.,

L :g (P .) -L ’g(()) +  c P ^

where the reciprocal of the factor multiplying P'j is identified cis the polaron niciss 
along the length of the wire.

For the ccdculation of E  ̂ a variational cipproach is adopted, and the polaron 
ground state is postulated in a product ansatz consisting of the electron and 
lattice parts, i.e.,

vf'g =  4>„U,|0), (4.18)

wliere |0) is the phonon vacuum state, and

Ua =  e x p ^ u g ($ e )  K  -  
Q

is the displaced oscillator transformcition.
Thus, subjecting the Hcimiltonicin further to the transformation

(4.19)

IT V T I T O -2,

we finally obtain

IT'
ld_
gdg •Q
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where

-  E  ''q“ Q U ”  + «4 + E  {(̂ <3»·’ ·' -  UQja<! + he}
Q Q

+ (P, -  n,)'  + P't -  2P,rif

+  2 { P, -  n(') +  {n ( ')  -  211,} nW (4.20)

(4.21)
Q

=  J2 '̂-Q4z{aQ +  aq) ■ (4.22)
Q

Before we proceed with our main theme we should reimirk that, if the first 
transformation were by-passed (i.e. Ui were selected as the identity operator), 
the theory would then diverse to the strong coupling approxinicition for which 
simultaneous optimizations with respect to and rig($e) correspond to the sell- 
trapping picture of the polciron where the electron distribution and the lattice 
polarization influence each other in such a wiiy tlmt a stable relaxed state is 
eventucilly attciined. The calculations and results pertciining to such a case (with 
cv 1) have already been discussed in Chapter 3.

Variational Calculation

Calculating the expectation value of II" (4.20) in the state i>e|0), we obtain the 
ground state energy, given by

wher(i

_  2 P , n , [ n f f

+ E  + (¡1) -  2 E  VqUQSq
Q Q

Defining, for notational convenience,

= I dt CJ,„(i) J,„,(f).lo(.TZ)exp(-^i^),
Jo a

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)
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and adopting the form (4.13) for the electron wave function, we obtain e/, ¿md s,,, 
Kqs.(4.24) and (4.25), to be expressible in the following concise forms

( ôo(O)
and

- foo (<//«)
4o^(0)

(4.27)

(4.28)

The VcU'iational function ‘u q ( ^ , , )  minimizing E(i.(4.23) is found to be given by the 
following nonlinecir equation

{ I — 2(P, — ll^° )̂(/j +  — VqSq =  0 , (4.29)

which can easily be handled with the consideration that, from symmetry 
arguments, the term (4.21) can only differ from the total momentum by 
a scalar factor. Hence, setting

n f  =  //P. , (4.30)

the condition (4.29) for uq{^C) conforms to a convenient expression. We obtain

^  1 - 2 ( 1 - V p w . +  9,?
in which the unknown scahir, r/, is determined by the trcuiscendental equation

Q  U  -  +  4 z i

in what follows we adopt the case of a statioimry polaron, i.e. take

(4>e|U,J^Ur'P,UiU2|4>„) = 0 ,

and thus regard P̂  as a virtual momentum which we retain to keep track of the 
effective mass of the coupled electron-phonon complex.

In complete form, with the optimiil fit for UQ(<ke) substituted in, and the 
wave vector sums involving powers of first cuid second order in Pj projected out, 
Eq.(4.23) takes the form

1

g  ̂ "I V3:
(4.33)
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from whicli we identify the effective polaron mass a.s

1?7îp =
1 -  Ti

(4.34)

For a virtual translation (P  ̂ ~  0), Eq.(4.32) can be expanded in powers of P.~ to 
yield

,, = 4(1 -  ,,) — î y -  + 0(P?) , (4.OT)
Q + ( I z f

whicli, upon solving for // and substituting in the mass expression (4.34), we 
obtain

m (4.36)

Projecting out the Q-surnmations in Eqs.(4.33) and (4.36), we firicilly arrive at the 
following integral - expressions for the ground state energy and the longitudinal 
mass

/•c-o
Eg =  C k - a  dq —

Jo \ +

“  ■'‘ 2 70 ( 1 + ,)3 “« ■

4.2.3 Results and Conclusions

+ q
q +  3 2—

(4.37)

(4.38)

The energy expression (4.37) depends on the variational parameter /i in 
complicated manner through the set of equations (4.26-4.28). The optimal fit 
to /i which minimizes Eg can therefore be performed by numerical techniques. In 
tlie following we give our results in terms of the binding energy of the polaron, 
Ep =  (io,i/E)'* — Eg (relative to the subband).

It should be re-emphasized that the theory we have used in this work 
constrains the vcilidity of our results to narrow wires and to electron phonon 
coupling strengths that are not too strong. Clearly, for a small a one requires 
correspondingly a high degree of lateral confinement to compensate for weak 
phonon coupling and make the polaron go over to a “pseudo-strong” coupling 
cliaracterization in the lateral plane achieved by the riidially inwcird localization 
towards the wire axis. In the meantime, however, the effective phonon coupling
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of alternative approaches.
'I'lie binding energy £p as a function of the wire radius for a = 1. The solid and 
dashed curves display the results of the mixed coupling and path integrar’̂  theories, 
respectively. The dotted curve refers to the resvdts derived within the pure strong 
CO upling approach.

in the longitudinal direction will be assumed to rerncun weak or at least, to grow 
not too powerful to violate the LLP - weak-coupling condition that we have 
undertaken for the polaron behcivior along the z axis. Within the frcunework of tlie 
“mixed coupling” description thus constructed, one obtains a means of studying 
the ground state polaron properties in thin wires of wecik polar materials.

Selecting tt =  f, cin interrnedicite coupling strength for which the LLP- 
theory proves to work rather well, we display the results of the present theory 
as cl function of the wire radius for R < 2. In Fig.4.2 we also supply 
the energy values of the pure strong coui^ling treatment of the Scune problem 
where the canonical transformation (4.17) is by-pcissed and the electron wave 
function (4.13) is extended to include a Gcuissian spread along the wire axis, 

i.e., ^k.di') ^ c(t ) done in Chapter 3. A comparison
of the two theories reveals that the strong coupling binding energy values lie 
deviated below the present results except for very small values of R simply 
because, tor an intermediate coupling strength like a =  1, the pure adiabatic
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a.pproach ca.n l)e convenient at only very high degrees of coniinernent where the 
I)seudo-eidicincement in a is domimintly realized. In this extreme, with cv scaled 
to effective values considerably larger them 1, the pure strong coupling treatment 
l)ecomes even superior to the LLP-irarnework and yields better results since now 
tlie effective interaction along the length of the wire should be characterized 
with a projection more on the strong coupling side as the wire is made thinner. 
On the contrary, as the geometric confinement is released allowing the polaron 
the expand and relax itself laterally, the strong coupling theory starts to become 
inadequate and rapidly loses its validity due to that in a comparatively delocalized 
configuration the effective phonon coupling strength falls far below to sustain the 
a.diabatic condition. With the LLP - canonical transformation Ui turned on, 
however, the deficiency encountered lor cornpciratively large R [R >  0.3) gets 
removed and the strong coupling approach becomes refined by a great extent 
yielding considerably improved energy upper bounds. To see this we also make 
reference to the available data from a similar problem treated under the Feynman 
path integral formulation applied to the case of a wire with parabolic boundary 
potential, V{ q) =  (cf. [77]). Even though themitureof the problem treated
therein" is qualitcitively different from thcit for the rigid-boundary potential, we 
find it useful to genercite a plot of the path integral results (cf. dashed curve 
in Fig.4.2) to shed some insight into the applicability of the present formedism. 
We correlate the two theories by comparing the relevant subband energies, and 
simply use R — j o , \ as the corresponding effective radius. We clearly see 
that within the range 0.4 < 77 < f, the present and the path integral theories 
are in fairly close agreement. Beyond this range, with increasing wire radius, the 
present theory is seen to display cin increasingly large deviation from the Feynman 
results due to that a delocalized nature of the electron in the lateral directions 
violates the pseudo-adiabatic condition which we have imposed a priori in this 
[)roblem.

The basic qualitative fecitures practiced for cv =  f are seen to be retained for 
smaller vcilues of a cilso. ft is observed that, in spite of a coupling constant smaller 
l)y an order of magnitude or even more, a sufficiently high degree of localization
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Figure 4.3: The results at wecik coupling.
The binding energy ¿p and the eflective polaron mass mp as functions of the wire 
radius. The upper (lower) set of curves are for CdTe(GaAs) based wires where a = 
0.40(0.07). The solid and dashed curves display the results of the mixed coupling and 
path integra.F'̂  theories, respectively. The heavy dots included for further comparison, 
represent the available data obtained lor a square cross section wire under perturbation 
tlieory '̂  ̂ where we have correlated the side length L to R through R. = (jo,i/V^7r)//. 
In the plots, the energy and length units correspond, respectively, to 35(18) meV and 
40(44) /1, for GaAs(CdTe).

can still compénsate for weak phonon coupling and lead the theory to show up a 
strong coupling aspect in the transverse directions perpendicular to the wire axis. 
y\s reference to weak electron phonon coupling, we select CclTe (a  ~  0.40) and 
GaAs {a  ~  0.07) based wires, which cire of particular interest as typical examples 
of II-VI and III-V compound semiconductors. In Fig.4.3 we provide plots of the 
binding energy Ep and the longitudinal mass rup in these materials ci,s a function 
of the wire radius. In the energy plot for a  =  0.40 we inspect rather prominently 
that the LLP transformation enq^loyed along the .'¿-axis enhances the results 
considerably in good quality over to the values cxchieved within the pure strong 
coupling treatment of the problem. For a =  0.07, the digression in the adiabatic 
approximation is even much greater, and the corresponding strong coupling 
binding energy values (not shown in the ligure) lie drastically deviated, by almost
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Figure 4.4; The coupling constcint dependence of the binding energy.
The binding energy as a function of a in the weak/intermediate coupling regime. 
The upper (lower) set of curves are for R = 0.4 (0.7). The solid and dashed curves 
display the results of the mixed coupling and path integral̂ '̂  theories, respectively.

an order of magnitude, below the present results. The overall feature displayed fry 
the succession of curves calculated within the mixed coupling cipproxirnation used 
in this work and the Feynmcin path integral theory is that the range of validity 
of the present results is limited, from above and below, to not too broad and not 
too thin wires, yet however, the relevant values within this range are found to 
be commendable and are in somewhat close agreement with the corresponding 
path integral results (cf. Fig.4.4). For large and small values of R lying beyond 
this rcuige, the mixed-coupling approach fails to yield a satisfying description due 
to that, lor not thin enough wires, the strong coupling requirement which we 
ha.ve imposed in the lateral directions is not adeciuately satisfied, or else, in very 
thin wires, the LLP - weak-coupling api^roximation employed along the length 
of the wire becomes violated as a consequence of the pseudo-enhancement in the 
overall effective phonon coupling strength. Nevertheless, we feel that the mixed 
coupling theory employed in this work can be regarded as capable of reflecting 
a. sensible characterization of the QlD-polaron within a reasonable range of the 
wire diameter lying within 30 — 80 A units in GaAs- and CdTe-bcised wires.



Chapter 5

PERTURBATIVE
VARIATIONAL APPROACH

5.1 Introduction

VVo' have seen that for not too weak and pseudo-enhanced electron-|rhonon 
interaction the .strong coupling polaron theory, though not ca.pal)le of reflecting 
a totally dependable quantitative description, may serve so as to provide some 
qualitative insight into the study of polarons in confined media, consisting of 
materials of somewhat strong polar crystals. On the other hand, a pure 
|:)(u-turbation treatment may also be not perfectly appropriate except lor too 
weak phonon coupling. We are therefore tempted to formulate the QlD - polaron 
proljlem within the framework of a more convenient appi’oach accounting foi’ its 
weak and strong coupling counterpcirts simultaneously. The formalism we follow 
in this chapter consists of the usage of a perturbative variationid approcich used 
previously by Devreese el, in their application to the bulk optical polaron 
bound to a Coulomb center. The procedure is structured on bcising the starting 
ansatz on the standard displaced oscillator transformation of the Pekar strong 
coupling theory·' * and then modify the adiabatic polaron sta.te by a variatiojially 
determined perturbative extension serving for the theory to interpolate in the 
overall range of the coupling constant.

49
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As the model, we consider the interciction of a confined electron with bulk 
polar-optical phonons in a cylindrical quantum well wire with infinite boundary 
potential. Expressions for the polaron self energy and mass will be derived within 
the mentioned variatioiicil scheme over reasonably broad ranges of the wire ra.dius 
and the phonon coupling strength. We aim to provide a broad interpolating 
overview to the one - polaron problem consisting of an electron perfectly confined 
within a cylindriccd boundary with infinite potential. In the next section we give 
the basic essentials of the variational theory that we adopt in this calculation 
a.nd derive anivlytic expressions for the ground stiite l^inding energ}/ and mass of 
the QID polaron. In section 5.3 we present our numerical results over recisonably 
wide ranges of the wire radius and the electron-phonon interaction strength. 
Interestingly, contrary to the general trend that the electron-phonon interaction 
is inherently stronger in systems of lower dimensionality, our results indicate that 
at weak coupling the binding energy of the polaron can be smaller and its mass 
less inertial compared with the bulk Ccise when the wire is rruide narrow.

5.2 Application: Quantum Wire

Scaling energies by the phonon qucuitum /Iculo and lengths by (h/2m*ui^oy^'^, 
the Hamiltonicin of an electron confined in a wire and interacting with the bulk 
bO-phonons is given by

II =  —  +  K ;o n f ( i> )  +  X ]  +  X ]  +  «

Q
) (5.1)

Q

in which f  =  (q,·") denotes the electron position in cylindrical coordinates. We 
assume that the electron is perfectly confined to a cylindrical wire with infinite 
potential boundary at Q — R̂  and take Koni(i') =  0 inside the wire.

We set the electron wave function as separable in the transverse and 
longitudinal coordiruites in the form

(5.2)
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wlierein the exponential factor (with k. to be detenninecl Vciriatioiicilly) sets 
the system in motion, thus enabling one to trace the polaron mass along the 
length of the wire.

5.2.1 Displaced Oscillator Transformation

'riie variational approach that we adopt in this paper is bcised on utilizing the 
usual Ccinonical translbrrnation of the strong-coupling formalism and then extend 
the adiabatic pohiron state by including an approximate first order perturbative 
correction by which it is possible to interrelate the strong and weak coupling 
counterparts of the coupled electron-phonon system. Regardless of the strength 
of the coupling constant the starting step in the foregoing theory is to cissume 
a. highly rapid charge density fluctuations lor the electron to which the lattice 
responds by acquiring a rehixed deformation clothing the entire e.xtent of the 
electron. The adicibcitic polaron ground state thus formed is given through a 
|)roduct ansatz consisting of the electron cuid phonon parts, i.e.,

Vkg =  I 0) , (5.3)

together with the Hamiltonian subjected to the displaced oscillator transforma-
1,ion

II II =  e-U /feU

where

U =  - « g ]  ·
Q

(5.4)

(5.5)

Here, -ug($e) is the lattice variational parameter which will depend on 'C, since it 
is via this parameter an interrelation establishes between the potential well set 
up by the lattice polarization cincl the electron which, in turn, becomes trapped 
in this well. It then follows that for ccich choice of #e there is an optimal fit to 
u q  and therefore the transformed Hamiltonian depends on i*,, implicitly.

Under the transformation (5.4), the Hamiltonian conforms to

/'/ = - V'̂  -b Uconf(q) + [exp(?'<3 · 0  + cc]
g g
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+  X ] exp(;iQ ■ r) -  UQ]aq +  he) (5.6)
Q Q

Since the Harniltonia.n is invariant to translations of the electron together with 
its concomitant lattice distortion, the total momentum along the wire axis

0
Pz = (5.7)

Q

must be conserved. The variation therefore requires an optimization of the 
polaron state which minimizes II subject to the constrciint tlmt P,, is a
constcuit of motion. Thus, minimizing the functioned

fiP,v\uQ,K,) = . , U

with respect to k  and u q  yields

1
=  -u and iiQ($e) =  VqsqPq

where

SQ =  ( I exp{±i(r/· Q +  q,z) I ) 

PQ =  (i -

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

in which the Lagrange rnulti2)lier v is to be identified as the polaron velocity 
along the wire axis.^’' In equation (5.8) the symbol /3 stands lor the variational 
parameter(s) contained in

In complete Ibrm, with the oj^timal fits for k and itg substituted in, the 
Hamiltonian which we shall be relerring hereafter is

II — -  +  H c o n i  ( £ » )  +  X ]  +  X )  ^Q^QpQ
Q Q

Q

+  + (5-12)

where
VQ = -  s q P q (5.13)
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Similarly, lor the total momentum trcinsformecl accordingly, P,, -Up.eU, we
liave

d
^ H  ycplzSQPqiaQ +  a^) (5.14)

In what follows we shall consider the case of a stci.tiona.ry polaron, i.e. take 
( 4>g I Pj I 'kg) as zero, and thus regard v as a virtiud velocity which we retain in 
our calculations to keep track of the effective mass of the coupled electron-phonon 
complex.

In the case where the coui^ling constant is thought to be really strong the 
visucilization of the problem is relatively simple and a recisonable description of the 
system Ccui recidily be achieved by requiring cin optimization of the trcuisformed 
Ilamiltonicin II with respect to the ground state, <l>e(p,| 0), of the polaron. 
VVe shall retain the results cind discussions pertaining to the large a limit until 
Iciter and point them out as a special case of the more general results which we 
derive in the hist section. Here, our concern is to make correspondence with the 
vcU'icitional scheme of Devreese e t  where the adiabcitic polaron trial state is 
modified accordingly so as to cover the overcdl range of the coupling strength. For 
the sake of completeness, in the foregoing two subsections we choose to include 
a. brief revision of the basic essentials in the variational anscitz cidvanced in [56]. 
The major distinction which sets the present concern apcxrt from that in [56] is 
that we confine ourselves to a one dirnensioiicilly confined polaron model with a 
virtual momentum imposed to the coiqiled electron-phonon complex through the 
factor pQ multiplying the term sq in the Hamiltonicin (5.12).

5.2.2 Variational State for Arbitrary Coupling

Regardless of the value of cv, no matter how small it is, the procedure is still 
to continue with our considerations from Eq.(5.T2), since with decrecising cv the 
degree of localization of the electron becomes reduced in a significcint manner; 
eventually sq tends, to zero on the average and thus II converts back to its 
original form II stripped from the displaced oscillator transfornicition. In view
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of t,his reasoning one is led to include a first order correction to the trial state 
(5.3) with the last term in Eq.(5.12) trecited a.s a perturbation. Since at present 
we limit ourselves to the case of a stationary polaron, we first would like to bring 
about an insight into the problem with pq in Eq.(5.12) set to unity, thereby 
obtain a means of characterizing the polaron (i.e., calculating the optinicd 
and hence the binding energy, for instance) for the case when n =  0. Thereafter 
we shcill turn on the velocity to keep trcice of the polaron mass under a virtiurl 
translation of the electron and the lattice distortion together.

In the perturbation treatment of the Fröhlich interciction, the first non- 
vanishing contribution to the ground-state energy comes from the term which 
is of second order in the interaction amplitude. Correspondingly, the leading 
correction to the trial state defined through Eqs.(5.3) and (5.4) is of first order. 
The ground state trial wave function for II and for the constraint that the total 
momentum P, be conserved, then becomes extended to

(5.15)

In the above, c is a constant which serves for normalization, and the index i refers 
to the intermediate states consisting those of the electron and one-plionon with 
wave vector Q. The summation over the intermedicxte states is ci. rather difficult 
task since now the stcites themselves and the corresponding energies depend on cv 
and the lattice coordinates in involved manners. Nevertheless, this shortcoming 
ca.li be eliminated by replacing the energy denominator Aci-,, by an average 
(luantity

fjQ =  ( i r — \\ Aei-a I  i
which in the calculation will be determined variationally. Using completeness the 
f -summation in Eq.(5.15) can be projected out to yield''̂ ^

»kg -  {c +
Q

(5.17)

The variational parameter (jq sets up a fractional admixture of the strong and 
weak coupling counterparts of the coupled electron-phonon system and thus is
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expected to serve for the theory to interpolate between the extreme limits of the 
coupling constant.

5.2.3 Formulation

The requirement that the extended tria.1 state be normalized yet poses a 
further constraint interrelating the parcimeters c and through

f(CffQ) =  - 1 = 0
g

(5.18)

in which
/¿Q =: (0 I -  sq) I 0) =  1 -  .sj . (5.19)

In order to find the optimal fit to gq one hits to minimize the expectation value 
of II — vPz in tlie trial state (5.17) subject to the constraint (5.18). Within the 
framework of the modified trial state the functional (5.8) now takes the form

F(^,n|c,i/Q) =  ĉ (eo +^u^) -  +  (1 -  2C )̂X

+  2 c ^  ^  t/Q<7Q(eQ -  ¿g + /iq) (5.20)
Q Q

where

0̂ I -V ^  I $ , )

( 4 > e  I ( e ‘ ^ ' - ’' - i ^ Q ) ( - V ' ^ ) ( e - ^ * -  - s g )  I ( k e )

4 ?  -  -  T^)/»Q

with

cind furthermore,

Cĝ  -  +  <̂7̂  +  (<■'0 +  -^(iDhq ,

X -  X^^gSg/Jg,
Q

=  X] VqiSqiNqqipqi 
Q'

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

(5.25)
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wherein

A qQ' = (0 I | 0) . (5.26)

'riie variational fit to gg (and to the normalization constant c) is achieved by 
requiring

d

9<JQ
{F(/?,u I c,gg) -  Afic^gg)} =  0 (5.27)

f i j 3 ,  u) =  Co -  X -  +  A

where A is derived through the transcendental equation

with A being a Lcigrange multiplier. It then follows that the functional F is given

b.y
(5.28)

(5.29)

(5.30)

(5.31)

^ = X ! ^q [9q/(̂ V̂ Q
Q

in which

and

9q
c Oq

1 .
— c-Q ~ A (1 — Co — -v'^ +  2x — A ) h g  .

In order to trace out the polaron rruiss from Eq.(5.28) we luive to split F(/:l,'i;) 
into its parts consisting of the binding energy of the polaron <ilone and the 
additional kinetic contribution which shows up under having imposed a virtual 
momentum to the polaron. We are thus tempted to expcind Eqs.(5.24), (5.25) 
and the summand in Eq.(5.29) in a power series up to second order in v. We 
therefore conform x and Sg into the forms

X =  “F and sq =  4 ”  + (b

where yA") and S^\ (n =  0,1), are given by

(5,
Q

Q'

c\ jVln

=  2xbd(| _  2a'q ^  V g , S g i { s g ^ g i  +  Sq_q/)[2(/'
Q'

,/ 1271 (5.34)
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in which sq± q> refers to the Scurie expression as for cf. Eq.(5.10), in which q 
is to be replaced by q  ±  q  \  and q^  by </, ±  q L

Furthermore, setting

=  4 ?  -  +  (1 -  eo +  -  A)h

we obtain

where

1 oF(/?,n) = E^fi) -

E^il) =  eo -  +  A

(5.35)

(5.36)

(5.37)

refers to the ground state energy and the factor m,, multiplying is identified 
as the pohiron niciss given by

m„ =  1 +  x<'> +  -  2 x < »/.,]/i)t“ ')  . (5.38)
Q

The explicit aucilytic forms for the quantities eo, sq , and ¿q  ̂ involved in 
Eqs.(5.37),(5.38) can be derived using the functional form for ^^(p,z) which 
we introduce in the next section. They are however lengthy to write here and 
therefore, we list them in the Appendix 5.2.5.

It should be clear that in deriving Eq.(5.36) we have regarded parameter A 
as to be obtained from Eq.(5.29) for when (Jq/c =  —Iiq/Dq \ i.e., for the case 
where the polaron is taken as stationary.

5.2.4 Results and Conclusions

Due to the cinalytic complexity the optimal fits to A and cire to be performed 
l)y numerical methods within an iterative scheme. In our calculations we select 
the electron wave function given by Eq.(5.2) in a reasonably simplest
form where its trans'verse and longitudinal parts are given by

Jo(jo,i^/R)
'll(io.l)

(5.39)
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of two forms for the wave furiction 
The binding energy as a function of the wire radius calculated within the strong coupling 
theory. The solid and dashed curves are for (f(g) taken as given by Eqs.(5.39) and (5.42), 
respectively.

and

7T Z
(5.40)

Herce, .in denotes the nth order cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind and 
;'o,i ~  2.4048 is the first zero of Jq. Parameter [3 is to be adjusted variationally 
and provides measure of the spatial extent of the electron along the wire axis, 
i.e., the root iriecui scjuare of the coordinate is related to through

e  =  ( ( i ' j j 'M ' i ' g » ' ' "  
1

V2I)\
1 + E g v&<jQİcnı -  (1 -  fe 7 c e )4  

1 + Ee vŞ(iiQİc)'‘ hcı
(5.41)

We think that for not too la.rge a the choice (5.39) for <{>{q) is well suited for thin 
wire structures as the transverse localization is provided most dominantly l)y the 
wire-l)oundciry potential rather than the phonon -coupling -- induced localization.
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We could a,s well have chosen as more general like

V̂ (̂ ) <yг’(^exp(-/?'^í»^), (5.42)

consisting of a Gaussian extension, for instance. This latter waveform duplicates 
tlie same features at small wire radii and is expected to give better results in the 
range of large R, and moreover, to depict cisymptotically the bulk limit when R 
oo. However we still adopt the former expression (5.39) for mainly to facilitate 
the amdytic and numeric computations. In the following we therefore restrict our 
considercitions solely to thin wires rather than bulk - like media where the relevant 
polaron properties have already been well understood in the literature. In this 
regcU'd we shall be content with a comparison of the two waveforms (5.39) and
(5.42) within ordy the framework of the strong-coupling api^roximation with a 
selected as larger tlmn 1 where the discrepancy is expected to be somewhat more 
prominent than that in the intermediate and weak coupling regimes (cf. Fig.5.1). 
ITom the succession of curves for cv =  2,4 and 6 we observe that the energy values 
derived from (5.39) exhibit a. considerable amount of digression from what one 
expects for hirge i?, and in particular, the digression grows larger for stronger cv. 
We also note that the plcice at which the curves for (5.39) and (5.42) start to get 
deviated shifts down to smaller R values for stronger phonon coupling since for 
large a the polaron is already in a highly localized state and a small sized polaron 
becomes influenced by the confining boundary oidy for small wire radius. On the 
contrary however, we see that for not too large cv both wave functions, (5.39) and
(5.42) , give almost identical binding energies for R < 2, and that the waveform 
(5.39) which we use in our calculations becomes capable to reflect a reasonable 
description of the system over a broader range of R when cv is made weaker.

In displaying the results of the present formulation we first refer to the 
regime of strong phonon coupling and provide plots of the binding energy 

=  (jo,i//^)^ “  *̂ he polaron mass ?7ip agciinst the wire size for a
succession of large ,a values. An immediate glance at the set of curves in 
Fig.5.2 reveals that with increcising degree of confinement (i.e., with increasing 
R~' cvs well as with increasing cv) the binding becomes substantially deepened
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Figure 5.2; The binding energy and the effective mass of polaron at strong 
coupling.
(a) £’p, fb) nip as a, function of the wire radius. The solid and daslied curves reflect 
the results of the present and strong coupling approximations, respectively.

where correspondingly the effective pohironic mass scales to large values with 
very pronounced slopes. Comparing our results with those derived from the 
strong-coupling theory (cf. dashed curves) we note that the present approach 
yields significantly improved energy upper bounds and that the strong coupling 
approximation deviates considerably from the present formalism as cv is made 
weaker and/or R is increased. Indeed, it is only for large cv cind small R. that 
the two approaches become identical since in this limit the election gets highly 
localized, sq (5.10) becomes unity on the average, and thus Iiq (•5.19), and hence A 
(5.29), tend to zero and the present theory readily reproduces the strong coupling

limit, i.e.,
E =  eo -  and ?7ip =  1 +  (5.43)
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a.s depicted by that the curves (solid and dcished) become closer cuid eventually 
match as the phonon coupling is made stronger and R is tuned to srncdl values.

Alternatively stilting, lor not too strong a the pure strong coupling treatment 
of the problem is totally inadequate to reflect any weak coupling aspect and this 
shortcoming is eliminated in the present approach by solving the transcendental 
equation (5.29) for the term A in the energy expression, since it is only through 
this term that a detailed interbalance is set up between the strong and weak 
coupling counterpiirts of the coupled electron -phonon system. As cv is shifted 
down to small values the role A plays becomes very prominent and in ciise the 
electron is loosely bound the polaron binding is mostly determined by this term. 
In particular, for a reduced degree of confinement (R ^  1) and at weak coupling 
(cv <C f), it is easy to see that the terms eo, ¿q , x and A in Eq.(5.31) become far too 
small to yield any significant contribution to the summand in the transcendental 
equation (5.29). Therefore, in Eqs.(5.37) and (5.38) retaining only Ii q  ^  1 and 
cq ~  we readily obtain

____ _ /* o o

A ~  -  E /  dq(l +  Q 'Y ' =
Q Jo

-a

and

i + Q T ’ = i V
Q ^

which are the well established energy and mass values for the bulk polaron in the 
weak cv limit; thus exemplifying the essential role which A plays in conforming 
the adiabatic approximation over to the results derived from the perturbation 
theory.

An important remark pertaining to ii weakly coupled polaron in a narrow 
wire is that the electron now has to choose in between two contrasting aspects of 
whether to conform to a delocalized state with correspondingly large spread when 
cv <C 1, or to accjuire a localized c:onfigLU’ation as the wire is made thinner. It 
should be mentioned that, the parameters a and R characterizing the system do 
not enter the problem in an independent way but together take part in a related 
manner in the binding, dominating the effect of one another, and yet acting
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radius

Figure 5.3; Results for CdTe and GaAs bcised quantum wires 
(a.) Tlie binding energy Ep, and (b) tlie effective polaron nuiss rrip, as a. function of wij'e 
radius. The solid and dashed curves are for CdTe (right scale) and GaAs (left scale) 
based quantum wires respectively. In the plots, the energy and length units correspond, 
respectively, to 18 (35) nieV and 44 (40) A, for CdTe(GaAs).

collaborativel}^ in favor of stronger binding. Thus, a high degree of localization 
in reduced dimensionality is expected to lead to a pseudo-enhancement in the 
effective electron-phonon coupling which in turn brings about the possibility 
that, in spite of weak polar coupling cis in compound semiconductors, the polaron 
binding may as well have a strong-coupling counterpart coming from confinement 
effects in narrow wirps.

As reference to weak electron-phonon coupling we select CdTe (cv ~  0.40)
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and CaAs (a  ~  0.07) based quantum wires which are of particuhir interest as 
typical examples ol II-VI and III-V compound semiconductors. An excimination 
of the curves for CdTe and GaAs in Fig.5.3 reveals that both E  ̂ and 77;,,, undergo 
rather distinctive types of variations when we vary R. We observe that lor cv =  
0.40 the binding (and hence the mass) become rnonotonically stronger and more 
inertial cis the dimensionality is tuned from three to quasi-one. This is totally 
consistent with what one usually expects lor systems of reduced dimensionality, 
and originates essentially from that, with decreasing R, the wave function is 
squeezed onto the wire axis in all transverse directions, resulting in a reduction 
in the overall spcitial extent of the pohiron on the average and hence in the 
effective dimensionality, thus leiiding to deeper polaronic binding.

For even weaker coupling (as in GaAs, lor instance -  cf., the dashed curves 
in Fig.5.3) the behavior is rather different. Beginning from the bulk case 
and approaching the one-dimensional limit there comes about a competitive 
interrelation between whether the clmrge density fluctuations of the electron will 
condense onto the pohiron center or will expand to rehix itself in the longitudinal 
(± .2) directions along the wire axis. Starting from R 1 and then restricting 
the transverse spread of the electron the contribution coming from the tendency 
of the electron to expand longitudinally dominates first, causing a decrease in 
the Ijinding energy, and correspondingly leads to a smaller effective mass of 
the polaron. Meanwhile, with contracting wire radius the electronic sprecul 
experiences an increasingly large restriction towards the wire cvxis and therefore, 
below a certciin wire size, the effective degree of localization of the electron- 
phonon system starts to increase, leading to a. considerably pronounced effective 
phonon coupling and hence to deeper polaronic binding. For cornparcitively 
sti'onger a this salient feature becomes less prominent and does not even sliow 
up, since the starting state of the system is already a focalized one.

in Fig.5.4, we provide a global comprehensive summary of the variation of the 
binding energy as a function of a and R. We observe that, regcirdless of the wire 
width, Ep (and 777,, '- not pictured in the figure) alwciys increase monotonically 
with increasing a. So is true with decreasing R as well, only however, for a
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Figure 5.4: A global view of polaronic binding energy 
The binding energy (in arbitrary units on a logarithmic scale), as a function of the 
coupling constant a and the wire radius.

lying above some value around 0.10. Below this value of a, the energy and mass 

profiles (viewed as a function of decreasing R) are seen to decrease first, and 
then increase after having gone through a minimum as in the aforementioned 
description given for the GaAs-wire. To give somewhat more impact to this 
interesting type of variation of the polaronic binding, we portray the longitudinal 

extent of the polaron, (5.41), over the relevant range of weak-a and the wire 
radius (cf., Fig.5.5).. We note that when a is small, has first a tendency to 
expand and, after having displayed a peaked profile, shrinks as the wire radius 
is reduced to smaller values. For large values of ct, however, (z is seen to shrink
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F igure 5.5; A global view of polaron longitudinal spatial extent 
C  is given as a function of the coupling constant and the wire radius.

monotonically without showing up any prominent increase, since in this case 

the polaron has already a comparatively deeper self-induced potential, and an 

increase in the degree of confinement makes the polaron even more deeply bound 

and more localized.

An interesting remark pertaining to the regime of weak coupling is that 

even for coupling constants as small as a  ~  0.01, a “pseudo - strong coupling’’ 

condition can be reached at high degrees of confinement. For completeness, we 

exemplify this feature in Fig.5.6 where we plot (calculated from both the strong 

coupling and present theories) against the wire size. From the succession of the 

pairs of curves for a =  0.01, 0.02 and 0.03, we readily note that at highly confined 

configurations of the polaron, the ~ profiles calculated from Eq.(5.42) are fairly
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Figure 5.6: The longitudiiicil spatial extent at weak coupling.
'I'he solid and dashed curves reflect the results of the present and strong coupling 
approximations, respectively.

close to those derived froiri the strong coui^ling theory: =  lj\/2[I, where now
the optimal fl is to be obtained by inininiizing the energy expression given by 
Ec|.(5.43). As the confining boundary is made to expand, however, the strong 
coupling theory rapidly loses its validity and deviates rather drasticcilly from the 
present formalism both in terms of nicignitude cuid ciualitative nature; and the 
digression grows at much faster rates for smaller values of the coupling constant.

In summary, we have revised the ground state property of the opticid polaron 
conhned in a cylindrical quantum wire of infinite bounchvry potential. The 
formalism adopted here allows one to trace out the polaron qucuitities of general 
interest within an interpolating scheme ciccounting for the fractional admixture 
of the weak and strong coupling counterparts of the coupled electron phonon
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complex. Contrary to the general trend that the effective electron phonon 
coupling is inherently stronger in systems of lower dimensionality, we find that at 
weak cv and for thin wires the polaronic binding may get loose and even become 
wec».ker than for the bulk case.

5.2.5 Appendix

The functional forms for the quantities co, s q , xC) and 6q \ (n=0,l), calculated
using Ecp5.(5.39) and (5.40) are given by

Co =  (io.i//?)'^ + 2/6'̂

=  A(qR) exp( — )
/ ^ 0

=  cv /  dq A^iqR) e'^"edc{'j) 
Jo

,T..) =  \j‘VZ jir ajJ J  dqq A^{ qR) {1

=  2x» ( 1 + 4 ) -  A  ]<('<!■
r J 2n

(p  +  (7̂2

wliere in the above, we have defined 7 =  <//\/2^, and

9. /’io.i . qRZ /’Jo.i a ti

AfoR) = 7— TT— S7 /
b o . l J i U o . i ) ] · ' J o  ]o,i



Chapter 6

PATH INTEGRAL  
FORMALISM

6.1 Introduction

Feynman’s path integral approach has become a unifying formalism in several 
branches of physics, with such appliccitions in Brownian motion, quantum 
mechanics, quantum field theory, solid state physics, quantum electro-dynamics, 
etc. A diverse treatment of the formalism curd its applications can be found in tlie 
excellent textbook by Feynman and liibbs,^® also in some recent publications.' '̂'*

In this introductory section we intend to summarize only some l)asic features 
of the formalism, required lor the treatment of the polaron with path integrals.

6.1.1 Basic Concepts

In qucintum mechcuiics, we deal with the occurrence probabilities of the physical 
events. The probability of a particle to reach a space-time point (r;,, /^) starting 
from a space-time point (;rabfe.) is denoted by

P ib ,a )^ \ K {n ,k - i% Q \ \  (6.1)

Mere, K ( fb, tb-,ra·, ta) is the probability amplitude (or quantum mechanica.] 
|)ropa.gcd,or) lor that event, and it is the sum over the the amplitudes of all possible

68
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paths r{t) with r(i„) =  La and r{tb) =  n . The amplitude associcited with each 
patlı r(t) is proportional to e x p )]//?.) where <S[?̂ (Z)] is the classical action 
for the trajectory r(t):

K inpk-,La, ta )=  y 'l ) r (6 .2 )

with T>r denoting the functional integrcil over the paths.
If ^(r,Z) =  (•r| (̂Z)) is the Wcive function of the system in the position 

representation at time Z, the propagator K{r(),tb',LaNa), by definition rehites 
to La):

'If in , th) =  j  dr a K  in , k; n ,  Za)li'(?\,., ta) (6.3)

which establishes the relation between path integrals and the operator formula.- 
tion of quantum mechanics. The path integral in Eq.(6.2) corresponds to a matrix 
element in position representation of the time-evolution operator in the opei'citor 
formulation of quantum mechanics. For a time-independent Hamiltonian,

K in , Z; 0) =  . (6.4)

With the use of time-independent Schrôdinger equation, /7|4Z„) =  En\^„) it is 
possible to write,

Kin,l·,7\,0) =

(6..5)

i.e. the Fourier expansion of the path integral allows to determine the eigen 
energies of a stationary system:

/r(ri,, Z;iv,0) -  . (6.6)
n

Replacing the time variable Z by an imaginary time variable Z —> —ih(i  ̂ (with 
ft to be interpreted as where T is the temperature and ks the Boltziricinn
constant), it is clear that the behavior of the resulting propagator for imaginary 
times is governed by the ground state energy in the asymptotic limit ft 00;

Kin,-zhft-,i^a,0) %in)^oin)<^~^''''' (b-7)
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whereas for arbitral·}  ̂ ¡1 one readily olstains the relation between the propa.ga.tor 
and the partition function;

^  =  Tr =  j  dfo KiPo, -tli/I·, ro, 0) (6.8)

6.1.2 Elimination of the Phonon Field

The Frohlich Hcuniltonian describes the coupling of the electron to the harmonic 
phonon modes. Therefore, here, we will state the form of partition function for 
the system of an electron linearly coupled to a hamionic oscillator. Consider the 
Hamiltonian

II =  IT +  liu{aht +  1/2) +  fa  +  / (6.9)

where /7« is the pcirt related to the electron and sets up the interaction
with the oscillator. The partition function Ccin be evakuxted by using the ordered 
operator technique to yield ci form independent of the oscillator operators a, ah 
In the hmguage of path integrals, the final form of Z  cifter the elimination of the 
oscillator, is written ¿is,

^—pJiuj/2 j dr0 r v r <
J  J f Q

,̂ e ( 6 . 1 0 )_ f̂ —/3hui

where <S<, is the part of the action corresponding to IT and

<5' =  j y y c J l X  -  A '|)/(A)/(A') (6.11)

belongs to the interaction. Here, A, A' cire the imaginary time variables, and

cosh((/ii — 2u)hLo/2) fj
G M  = ( 6. 12)

smh.(/IhiO/2)

is the Green’s function of the harmonic oscillator. Note that the price paid for 
the elimina.tion of the oscillator is the retarded interaction occurring in S'.

6.1.3 A  Variational Principle

When the exact evaluation of the path integrals is not possible or hard to manage, 
one Ccin use a variational principle, namely .Jensen-Feynman inequality for the 
approximate evciluation of certain type of them.
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Suppose we wish to evaluate the free energy i'’ of a system. The partition 
function can be expressed in the form (h — 1)

[  dro r  ·
J J tq

(6.13)

The action S in the above, is real in ordinary Ccises without a mcignetic field, and 
the following principle is applicable lor real S. (However, recently, the conditions 
for its validity with imaginary actions have been explored and discussed in 
detaiF·'"^).

To obtain cvn approximate vidue of F, one should find another tricil ciction 
<So (with varicitioiicil pcirameters) satisfying two conditions. First, <S“o should be 
simple enough that exiDressions such as f  or the weighted civerages like

=  (j 'D fAe^°)/(JVre^°) , for .simple functionals A  can be evaluated. 
Second, <So should resemble <S as much cis possible to be a representative of the 
general character of it.

Assume that Fo, the free energy associated with So, is calculated. That is

,-PFo

SOthat

[clro r V r e ^ ^
J  J  7-̂ ()

/ d r o F D r F
JdroJI^Vre^o

(6.14)

(6.15)

Then since we can write Eq.(6.15) cis

. (6.16)

At this point we can make a rigorous cipproximation. The average value of 
C  when X is a rcindom variable, alwciys exceeds or equals the exponential of the 
average value of x, as long as x is real and the weights used in the averaging 
process cire positive (Jensen’s inequality). That is

<  (e") (6.17)

where (a;) is the weighted average of x. This relation is true for any concave 
upwcird function like the exponenticil function. A pictoricil presentation of the
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of Jensen’s inequality.
I'lie masses mi have different weights and ( ) „  denotes the weighted average.

relation (6.17) can be clearly seen in Fig.6.1 where a number of masses are placed 
on the curve e '̂.

Changing the left-hand side of Eq.(6.16), we have

This implies that

fAS-So)so <  f . - 0 ( F -F o )  _

F < F o - ^ { S - S o ) s o

(6.18)

(6.19)

The right-hand side of the above equation constitutes an upper l)Ound for the 
(ixact free energy F. The nearest approximation to F  can be determined through 
the minimization of To — ^{S — So)so with respect to the varicitional parameters 
involved in Sq.

The same variational principle can be used for the ground state energy of the 
.system by simply taking the low temperature limit {/I —> oo) of Eq.(6.19), since 

we have Eg =  lim/j^oo F .
The important rehition given in Eq.(6.19) is referred to as Jensen-Feynman 

inequality, which we will make use of in the next section on the path integral 
treatment of confined polaron.
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6.2 Application: General Parabolic 
Confinement

6.2.1 Introduction

la tills cipplication, we cire teaiptecl to formulate the conlined polaron problem 
within the Iramework of the Feynman path integrcil theory^^ which proves to be 
a convenient and powerful techniciuc in the treatment of the Fröhlich interaction 
over the entire range of the electron-phonon coupling strength and the degree of 
confinement. A description of the lowest polaron bound state has cdready been 
reviewed previously by Yddirim and Erçelebi'*' ’̂^̂  within a generalized confining 
potential which can be tuned to all geometric configurations and interesting 
regimes of the effective dirnensioimlity. However, the relevant discussions therein 
have been restricted separately to either the strong- or the weak-coupling limit. 
In what follows we refer to the same model used in these papers cind present a 
means of formulating the problem somewhat differently by utilizing the Feynman 
path integral technique, thus enabling us to provide a wider comprehensive insight 
into polaron properties in confined media with arbitrary electron-phonon coupling 
strength.

In the foregoing theory we consider a low dimensionally confined electron 
assuming a simple situation, namely an anisotropic potential box with adjustable 
parabolic bcirriers. The composite assembly will then be visualized as immersed 
in a. bosonic reservoir where the electron couples to the LO-branch of the bulk 
phonon spectrum. Under the bulk-phonon api^roximation, we j^rovide a broad 
interpolating overview to the one-polaron problem consisting of an electron 
confined within a deformable box which can l̂ e conformed from one geometric 
configuration to cUiother.
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6.2.2 Theory

units cippropriiite to a polaron calculcition (m* — h =  u>lo =  1), the 
Haniiltonicin describing the coniined electron coupled to LO-phonons is given by

II -f- 'y  ̂CIq CIq -|-

Q

where

He — +  I 'c o n f l i ' ,  · ' )

is the electron part with VconiiQ·,'̂ ) denoting the confining potenticd, and

= + h c)
Q

( 6 .2 0 )

( 6 .2 1 )

(6.22)

is the Fröhlich Hamiltonian. In the above, r  =  { q  ̂ z )  denotes the electron position 
in cylindrical coordinates. The interaction amplitude is related to the electron- 
phonon coupling constant a and the phonon wave vector Q =  (qpiz) through 
\/q =  {2\/2'KaYl^IQ (notice that we take rn* =  1 this time).

For the confining potenticd we cidopt a three dimensional box with adjustable 
barrier slopes, i.e., we set

1
v. U q. z) =  - { ü \q  ̂+  o:ízY (6.23)

in which the dimensionless frequencies Lli{i =  1,2) serve for the measures of 
the potential barrier strengths and the degree of confinement of the electron in 
the respective lateral {q) and Ez directions. By tuning Hi and/or H2 from zero 
to values much larger than unity one can display a unifying picture tracing the 
transition from the bulk to all possible extremes of the effective dimensionality, 
such tor instcince, to the two dimensional sfid -̂like confinement (Hi =  0, H2 ^  1) 
or else, to the quasi-one dimensional quantum well wire (Q W W ) - like tubular 
geometi'y (Hi >> 1, H2 =  0). The rationale behind imposing quadratic potenticd 
profiles is that such a form for the confirdng barriers, besides facilitating the 
calculations, is further compatible with the harmonic charge density fluctuations 
of the electron due to random scattering in the phonon field.
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Ground State Energy

In the Feynman path integral representation of the polaron the phonon variables 
can be projected out exactly to yield the partition function of the pohiron in the 
form

where

is the phonon part, cind

is the path integral in which the action S consists of two parts, one pertaining 
to the electron part of the Hamiltonian cind the other to the electron-phonon 
interaction. In irnaginiiry time variables (t —> —iX), we express

rh rP

2 p o l  =  ' (6.24)

2 p h  = (6.25)
Q

Jf() (6.26)

5  = S. + 5 E  KJ /  d x f  d\' 6V„=,)(|A -  A'l)
 ̂ Q «/0 JO

(6.27)

a.ncl

<Se =  -̂ 1 (6 -2 8 )

in which the dimensionless i5arameter fl stcinds for the inverse temperature, and 
the memory function is the Green’s function of a harmonic oscilUitor with 
frequency u), as given in Eq.(6.12). In principle, in the low temperature limit, we 
have Zpoi =  -2, and the polaron ground state energy. Eg = — lini/j ,̂ ,̂ /3~' logZ , 
can be calculated excictly pi’ovided the path integral (6.26) can be evaluated. 
Since this is not possible due to the analytic coirq^lexity of the integral expressions 
in the action S, Eqs.(6.27) and (6.28), we choose to proceed with the solvable 
trial action

S„ = S, -  'h r C E l i C x  i ' ’ d X 'l f {\ ) -n y W G .(\ X -y \ )  (6.29)
O Jo JO

which provides us with a convenient variational upper bound led by the .Jensen- 
Fey nnum inequality

(6.30)Eg < Eo -  lim So)s,
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where the notcition ( }so denotes ci path-integral average with density function 
iuid Eo is the trial ground state energy corresponding to Sq. In Eq.(6.29) w 

and // are the variational parameters introduced within the same context as in 
the original paper by Feynman.^“ The problem then reduces to the evaluation of 
three quantities, Eq, A and B such thcit

E. =  E o - B - A (6.31)

is iui upper bound, where the last two terms are given by

■4 = (6.32)
V

B =  Jim d\ < « '((f(3) -  r(A')rt 6'.(|A-A'|). (6.33)
P^oo p  b Jo Jo ' / ¿0

Since the trial action cuid the iDath-integral averiiges involved in A and B  are all 
sepai’cible in the Cartesian coordinates, the calculations Ccui be performed cdl in 
identiccd rricumers lor each spatial direction. Denoting the Ccirtesian components 
of the electron position and momentum in any chosen direction by x and p ,̂ the 
corresponding Hamiltonian

Tl Lx p'(/, r'i'i 2 I  ̂ 2i ' \2
=  y  + +  2 “  * +  2™ ''* <■'' ^

(6..3.4)

(in which 0  stands for either or ÍI2) can be related to the one dimensional 
a.nalogue, of the trial action. Eliminating the harmonic oscillator varicibles
(¡) and one readily obtains

'q — I dxo Í  V x exp =  2 sinh(-/9w) Tr e
J JxQ 2

so that
=  jim - -  log 2o·

(6.35)

(6.36)

'I'lie Hamiltonian Ho, in which the term is the relevant piirt of the
confining potential (6.23) along the chosen coordinate, describes the coupling 
of the licu'inonically confined electron to a fictitious particle of mass ?7?.,/, =  

_  w )̂/w'·  ̂ which, in turn, gives the overall effect of the interaction of the
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Figure 6.2: The model of coniined polaroii.
The coordinates and configuration of the coupled particles corresponding to S,.(ID)

electron with the phonon held (cf. Fig.6.2). Under a suitable coordincite
t ran.sformation

<!>)

Ho can be dicigonalized in the normal coordinates X  and $  yielding the eigen 
frequencies

e2(ii)
)2 - (6.37)

in terms of which Hq conforms to the canonical form

Px , , 1 1
(6.38)

2M 2p

where M =  l A is sum of the mass of the electron cuid that of the fictitious 
irarticle. Using Eqs.(6.35) and (6.36), the part of the ground state energy 
contributing from the particular coordinate relevant to is obtained simply

as
4 " '^  =  ^ [6№ ) +  6 ( ^ ) - w]. (6.39)

Noting that the confinement potential Konff p»'¿) is characterized by only two 
pcvrarneters, Hi and i22, the former governing the degree of localization of the
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electron in the lateral directions isotropically and the latter relevant to the z 
axis, the expression for Eq̂ ^̂  can be extended to account for each of the Cartesian 
coordinates all at once to yield

=  E  -  [e i (a o  +  -  w ]. (6.40)

Expanding the path-integral average in the integrand in Eq.(6.32) up to order 

i.e.,

«  1 +  iQ ■ (RA)  -  f(A')l)5. -  i g *  ( R A )  -  r(A')|^)^ , (6.41) 

and using the integral transform

/^ /A  i 'd y F (\ X -X '\ ) =  ^ rdr/F(y/2), [F (/ I -v ) =  Fir/)] (6.42)
Jo Jo Jo

the quantities A and B  can be cast into more convenient forms. We obtain

/•OO

Q r ^ i v )  or,iv)^'[

=  /  dr/e-^'
v/TT Jo

where

cuid

/(72 (r/) arctari7 
V 7

1/2

7
V i ( 7 )  J ’

B =  r  d r i v e - '
4 Jo

( ^ ^ _____
W liv )  <̂2(7)

+

77, =  1
(6.45)

In the above, the parameters (7,1(7) ¿̂(f^n), =  f ,2 and i =  1,2), are given
by the following expressions

\  - I

^niv) =  7 ) E [1 )’ij
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with

a.ncl

; /r'l \ i i \ ^

Effective Mass

Ö +
w - 1

W  + 6:(i2„) [ lA -  -  ( f { i O  ]

(6.47)

(6.48)

'The variational model used in this work can be extended to yield the elfective 
polcironic mass in various limits of the confinement geometry. When the system 
is set in virtual motion with a small velocity u =  (tig, ti )̂, the total energy attains 
a.n additional kinetic contribution of the form

8K

in which, 'mJ/1 and are to be identified a.s the respective masses in the q and 
z directions. Imposing a virtual velocity in the theory is stridghtibrward.'-’“ In 
Kc|.(6.26), the partition function Z  has been written for all the piiths with initial 
coordinate r -  vq at zero tiirie and final coordincite =  vq at the imaginary time 
ß. With the virtual velocity u turned on, the final coordincite should now be 
f (ß ) =  To +  ßu] and it is through this coordinate that one keeps trace of the 
composite translational inertia of the coupled electron+phonon complex. We are 
thus tempted to reformulate all the terms in Eq.(6.31), where each of Eo, A and 
B now becomes extended to consist of a part of the binding energy of the polaron 
alone and a part of the kinetic contribution which shows up having imposed a 
virtual displacement to the polaron.

The additioiuil kinetic extension involved in Eq can be written readily as 
I jVIiP̂  where M  is the totcil mass (that of the electron and the fictitious particle), 

i.e., Efj scciles as

Eq Eo +  -  ri'Wg + i<?)· (6.49)

For the remaining two quantities, A and B, we have the following modifications;

/ 1 / I “ T T  +  1 (6.50)Jo Y   ̂ [ 2  (Ji(?/) (T2(?/) J
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cUlcl

B
— w^)

1 l/̂  -  w'̂  , 2

fCO

/  dn e-'^‘
Jo

·

( H----- Tn)

(6.51)

Expcinding Eq.(6.50) up to second order in and (the first order terms in u 
vanish cifter Imviiig projected out the Q-surnmation), and arrcinging the relevant 
terms in Eq.(6.31) to yield the form Eg —> Eg +  SK, we obta.in the Ibllowing 
(!xpressions for the effective mass

= 1 + ö f * ·
_ i 7 ‘ arctari7 -  (1 +  7 '̂ )2 \ - l

7 2[1 — 7 ^cU'ctan7]
(6.52)

in which the variational pcirameters w and u have to be assigned their optimal-fit 
values which minimize the ground state energy with u set equal to zero.

6.2.3 Results and Conclusions

When i2j· ( i=l  and/or 2), is reduced to values comparable with the polaron 
size, the boundciry effects start to become significant and the system enters the 
regime of reduced dimensionality. Setting i'll =  0 and vcirying İI2 from zero to 
infinity, one can trace the bulk pohiron properties go over to those of a strictly 
2D-polaron. On the other hand, deleting the confining potential along the z-axis 
(İI2 =  0) and fixing ill at non-zero finite values, the theory reflects the Q ID - 
description in a QW W -like tubuhir structure. Hereafter, we will consider the 
polaron binding energy relative to the subband level as Sp — ili -|- IH2 — Eg, and 
use Î2 to mean i2ı(fİ2) when Î22(i2ı) =  0. In the spherically symmetric box-type 
configuration we simply set i2i =  Îİ2 =  Î2. Simihirly, we shall use (j(r/) to mean 
(rii'ij) and/or CT2(ri).

Since analytical minimization of Eg (6.31) is not possible, the determination 
of the optirricd fits ,to w and // and the polaron quantities of interest, requires 
treatment on a computer. Before we present our numerica.1 results over ci l)road
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ra.nge of the confining parcuneters and the coupling constcuit, we iind it useful to 
ma.ke correspondence with a few extreme cases which have already been treated 
and well understood in the literature.

Integer Space Limits

Setting Lli =  0 and ÍI2 =  0 or 00, we attain the bulk (3D) and strict two 
dimensional (2D) limits where the general expressions (6.40, 6.43, 6.45 and 6.52) 
for the ground state energy and mass conlorm to more tractable and simple 
forms. For ill =  ÍI2 =  0 the theory dupliccites the results of the original paper 
by F e y n m a n . I n  this limit the eigen frecpiencies (6.37) reduce to 1̂1 (0) =  0 and 
<f'2(0) =  /2, and we obtain

w
- iv )  =  ,

Eo =  |(/2 -  w),

В = ^{'''̂  ~  w^)//y 

yielding the binding energy

Tp — Ê  — A

where

w '̂ \ 1 — e
//?; (6.53)

(6.54)

(6.55)

3(/y -  w f  
4î

Л fa (v)

(6.56)

(6.57)
s/tt Jq V 7

Furthermore, from Ec[.(6.52) we obtain the 3D-(isotropic) nuiss to be given by

nir. (6.58)

Going over to the strict 2D characterization of the polaron we have

i.(iiz )lim .П. - 0 0  I
w
0 0

(6.59)
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Figure 6.3: Polaron properties in three- and two-dirnensions.
'I'lie variational parameters w and n, the binding energy and mass for three and two 
dimensional polarons as functions of the coupling constant. The dashed lines refer to 
the perturbation and strong coupling theories.

and conseciuently, cri(î]) =  o-{r]) as given in Eq.(6.53), and (72(7/) —> 00. For the 
21) binding energy we then obtain' '̂^

(;/ — w)^
£p — I Eg 0,2

i
2'

/1 -
2 77

(6.60)

in which A is provided by the same expression (6.57) given for the bulk case 
except that the coefficient multiplying the ?/-integraJ is now l ‘2,)a. Similarly, 
the 2D - polaronic mass, is given by Ecp(6.58) where the corresponding
factor multiplying the r/-integral scales to ( x/^/4)cv.

For an extensive treatment of the pohiron problem in (integer) N dimensions 
the reader is referred to [75]. Here (cf. Fig.6.3), we shall be content by only 
presenting the numerical displays of the variational parameters w cuid u, the 
binding energy and the polaron mass for N — 3 and N = 2 over a wide range
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of the coupling constant interpolating between the weak and strong coupling
extremes.

Weak Coupling Limit

Since in the most commonly studied compound semiconductors the electron 
phonon coupling is rather weak, we would like to devote particular emphasis to the 
weak coupling regime. A discussion of the present model within the perturbation 
approach luis already been provided in [35] with which we wish to make some 
correspondence here.

At weak coupling the parameters w cind ly tend asymptotically to the same 
constant value (pa 3.3) with the preservation of the intrinsic relation: /y > w (cf. 
Fig.6.3 and [60]), and in the limit a 0, one Ims y — vy — 0{cx) regardless of 
the degree of confinement. Hence setting pa w, we ha.ve

fp  +  w2 |ip-w^·^]
(6.61)

yielding the simplifications Eo =  ili +  ¿wid B =  0. In the weak -  cv regime, 
we thus readily obtain the binding energy to be given solely by A, Eq.(6.43), 
wherein cr„=i_2 (6.46) reduces to exiictly the same expression derived previously
wiithin the framework of second order perturbation theory,· ’ i.e..

itn'l] 7?. =  1,2 . (6.62)

An elaborate study of the weak-coupling polaron quantities as a function of Í2i 
and Í22 can be found in [35]. We, therefore, do not repecit the relevant results 
here, and readdress only to the three and two dimensional limits. In approaching 
the bulk Ccise we assume a spherically symmetric isotroi^ic confinement: Í2] = 

Í2-2 =  Í2 <C 1, and for the 2D limit we set Í2i =  0 and let O2 =  D >> 1. From 
Eqs.(6.31) cuid (6.52) we derive the binding energy and the polaron mass to lowest 
order contribution from Í2 cis

lirnn-.o «(1 + f ) 3D
= limn-..-o fcv(l -  ^ )  2D

(6.63)
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a=0.4

F igu re 6.4: A global view of polaronic binding energy.
The binding energy (scaled relative to the bulk value) is given as a function of the 
confining parameters at weak coupling {a = 0.4). The diagonal curve on the grid refers 
to the spherically symmetric configuration (fii = ^ 2)·

Trip =
limn_o 1 +  |u(l +  f f i )  3D 

limn_oo 1 +  |q:(1 -  y ;^ )  2D
(6.64)

Arbitrary dimensionality

For a total description interpolating between all possible extremes of the effective 

dimensionality and the coupling constant we refer back to the set of equations 

(6.40), (6.43) and (6.45), and minimize numerically the ground state energy (6.31) 

with respect to the variational parameters w and 1/. In Fig.6.4 we select a =  0.4
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(appropriate for CdTe) and construct a unified physical image of the polaron 
l)inding over a reasonably broad rcUige of ili and O2 covering all interesting 
regimes of the effective dimensionality. Starting from the flat, plateau at the 
l)ottom (corresponding to the bulk Ccise) and following the inclination along 
increasing values of ÍI2, one cirrives at a second phiteau chariicterizing the two 
dimensionally confined nature of the polaron. Following the direction parallel 
to the III -  axis, however, £p is seen to incrccxse steadily at a much faster rate 
cuid rapidly become much larger tlmn in the Q2D configuration, which follows 
essentially from the fiict that in the wire geometry the polaron becomes highly 
localized towcirds the wire axis due to confinement coming from ¿ill triinsverse 
directions. For instcince, for the Q2D confinement with II =  10 we obtain Sp 
to be 1.16 times its bulk value, ■ For the case of a wire with the same 
parameter value the binding becomes stronger by a greater factor of about 1.45 
over the 3D-energy. Lowering the dimensionality one further step down to the 
spherically symmetric QW -box -  type localization of the polaron (displayed by 
the diagonal curve on the grid in Fig.6.4), the effective electron-phonon coupling 
is observed to be even much stronger =  2.02), since now the pohxron
Ixecornes radicilly squeezed in all directions. The corresponding values when II is 
set to 10^ are 1.34, 2.27 and 5.70.

For completeness, we extend our considerations to the regime of strong phonon 
coupling cuid in Fig.6.5, with the confining pai'cimeter held fixed (Í7 =  10^), we 
plot profiles of the pofiironic binding as a function of growing a for the quasi-two, 
-one and -zero dimensional configurations; thus providing a comparison of the 
binding energy values in a succession of the effective dimensioricxlities pertcxining 
to the slab, wire and box type geometries. The inset in the figure gives a 
com]:)lementary display of £p as a function of II where the coupling constant 
has Ixeen selected arbitrarily ¿in order of nicignitude hxrger thcui for CdTe. The 
general trend that the electron phonon coupling is inherently stronger in reduced 
dimensionalities is seen to reflect in the plots which we have generated insofar.

It should be mentioned that, the pcirameters a and II {=  Í2i or O2} 
characterizing the model do not enter the problem in an independent way but
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of different confinement geometries.
The binding energy as a function of the coupling constant with ii(=  ííj and/or ÍI2) 
lield fixed. The solid curves from bottom to top are respectively for the quasi-two, -one 
and -zero dimensional configurations, and the dashed curves give the bulk and strict- 
2D polaron energies. The inset provides an alternative view of the binding energy as a 
function of Ü in the strong coupling regime.

together take part in a related manner in the binding, dominating the effect of 
one cinother, and yet acting collaboratively in favor of stronger binding. Thus, 
a high degree of localization in reduced dimensioimlity is exj^ected to lead to a. 
pseudo-enhancement in the effective electron-phonon coupling. Even at wccvk 
coupling (cv -C 1), when the polaron is in a delocalized state with a large spread, 
the influence of the geometric confinement on the polaron becomes immediate as 
Ll is turned on, and to first order in small fl, the coupling constant is observed 
to scale as a cv[l +  (cf. Eqs.(6.63) and (6.64), for instance).

For cv ^  1, however, the situation is somewhat different. In this extreme the 
polaron is already in a highly localized state and a small sized polaron is not 
expected to feel the' effect of the confining boundary except for too large if. This 
peculiar aspect can be seen clearly if the energy and mass of the confined polaron 
are displayed relative to their corresponding bulk values, and On this
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100

V10 ■

Figure 6.6: The scaling of pohiron properties, in slab-like confinement.
(a)The binding energy, and (b)the polaron mass, nip -  1, as functions of the 
coupling constant in the qnasi-two dimensional configuration. All energy and mass 
values (except those in the insets) are scaled relative to the corresponding bulk values. 
The solid curves (from bottom to top) constrained by the lower (-3D) and upper ( -2D) 
dashed curves are respectively for Ü = Ü2 = 1, 10, lO'̂ , 10̂  and 10''. Similarly, the 
solid curves in the insets are for Í2 = 10 and 10'̂ .

purpose, we choose to refer to the slab - configuration and portray (cf. Fig.6.6) the 
variations of the binding energy and the mass (along the relevant free direction) 
a.s a function of the electron phonon coupling strength for a succession of diflerent 
Ü values. In view of our results plotted in the figure we see that, starting from the 
weak-coupling extreme, the growth rates (with respect to a) of the binding energy 
and mass in low dimensional configurations (Í2 > 0) is not significantly different 
from thal, for the bulk polaron. However, as cv is tuned to greater values the 
polaron goes into a'more deeply bound state, and under the cidditional spatial 
constraint confining it, the binding becomes even much deeper since now the
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intrinsic collaborative rote which the geometric confinement plays on the effective 
phonon coupling becomes much more efficient and prominent. In the mecuitirne, 
contrary to this trend, with growing a the pohiron gets substantially loccilized and 
becomes unafFected by the boundary potential except for large values of if; thus, 
leading to a percentual reduction in the confinement -  counterpart of the polaron 
binding. Clearly, in the extreme limit of an artificially hu’ge cv dominating over the 
external confinement the problem should be characterized essentially by its bulk 
description. This salient feature is depicted in the plots for finite il by that the 
energy and mass profiles, after having displayed a maximum, start to fall off and 
eventually match with their bulk values as a is made stronger. A complementary 
remark in this regard is that for a large il one requires correspondingly a large a 
for the pohiron to conform to its bulk characterization, and in particuhir, in the 
strict 2D-lirnit (Q —>■ oo) of the slab-like confinement one should correspondingly 
have a —)■ oo. This feature can readily be seen from that the upper dashed curves 
in the figure tend to the two dimensional limiting values, and 8l 7r ' / 256,
for the energy and mass, respectively.

In this chapter, we have retrieved the fundamental aspects of the polaron 
problem in a confined medium within a unifying scheme interpolating between 
the bulk and all low dimensional geometric configurations of genercil interest. The 
Feynman path integral theory suited to the “deformable potential box” - model 
allows us to achieve a simple and yet comprehensive review of the ground state 
polaron properties in structures with reduced dimensionality.



Chapter 7

M AGNETIC FIELD AS A  
MEANS OF CONFINEMENT

7.1 Introduction

VVe liave seen that the effective electron-phonon coupling becomes enhanced with 
tlie increasing degree of coniinernent brought about by an external potentia.1. For 
the case of a. polaron under a magnetic field also, the binding gets deeper due to 
the additiomil degree of localization brought cibout by the nuignetic f i e l d . f t  
lias been noted that for intense magnetic fields the phonon part of the ground 
state energy grows a.t a rate \/D̂  which is much faster than in 31) whei’e the 
magnetic field dependence is In B.

In view of the innumerable amount of papers devoted to magneto-polarons, 
we see that the problem is not only interesting in laying out distinctive qualitative 
features in the different regimes of the magnetic field intensity and the electron - 
plionon coupling strength, but is as well attractive from a tbrnicil point of view, 
'f'he visualization of the problem at large is not very immedicite due to that the 
roles which the magnetic field and phonon coupling pla.y in.the polaron binding 
a.re not completely independent, but rather take part in an interrelated manner 
dominating over the effect of one another and yet act together in favor of enlianced 
phonon coupling. The qualitative aspects of the problem become simple, however.

89
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( b )

F igure 7.1: Sketch for the states of the 2D polaron in a uniform magnetic field. 
The electron is described by the small circle with its locus, (a) Free state for Wc <C 1 
and a <C 1, (b) self-trapped state for Wc <C 1 and a >  1, (c) magnetically trapped 
state for u>c >· 1· (Taken from [100])

in some extremes.
Considering the sketch of tree distinctive states of the 2D polaron under a 

uniform perpendicular magnetic field, taken from [100] may help to visualize the 

situation.
For weak phonon coupling the most sensible approach is via the perturbation 

theory (see L a r s e n , f o r  instance), and moreover if the magnetic field is 
also weak, (cf. Fig.7.1(a)) the problem can be characterized as consisting of 
an electron orbiting together with its concomitant lattice deformation with an 
effective polaron mass rather than the band mass. In this limit the ground 
state energy can readily be written as the sum of the polaron self-energy
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- ( tt/2)aliu>\,o and of the lowest Lcindcui energy eBI2m*c in which ?7i*, corrected 
up to first order in the coupling constant, scales to m*(l +  |o:). Introducing the 
dimensionless cyclotron frequency cUc expressed in units of culo (the LO-phonon 
frequency), the ground state energy (in usual pohiron units: h =  2rrT =  culo =  1) 
is given cipproxirnately by

E.  ̂ ^ i\ (7.1)

A contrasting aspect to such a description of the polaron is the case where the 
electron goes into a bound state with a highly localized wave function in a deep 
sell-induced potential well of the lattice polarization. A way to reach this totally 
distinctive aspect is either to imagine a rather strong coupling to the lattice or to 
go over to the high magnetic held limit where the lattice can only respond to the 
mecui charge density of the rcipidly orbiting electron and hence cicquire a static 
deformation over the entire Landau orbit (see Fig.7.1(b)-(c)). Thus, one readily 
notes that, in spite of a small coupling constant, a pseudo-adiabatic condition 

can be attained when cUc ^  1·
A complementary remark in this regard is that in the high held limit ¿md at 

weak polar coupling (cv <  1), the usual adiabatic theory gives

(7.2)

lor the ground state energy which differs from the perturbation theoretic estimate 
l)y a factor of in the polaronic term.^  ̂ The reason lor the inconsistency lies 
in the fact that the most efficient coherent phonon state should not be taken 
a.s centered on the average electron position but instecid on the orbit center^“ ' 

Po ~ XqX +  yoy, where

1 2
T  —  -------7 ) . .  ' U i \  —

2̂  CUe

In fact, the role which the orbit center coordinates play in the theory and, lor 
large (jOc, the necessity of imposing a coherent phonon state operator leading to
a deformation centered at po were emphasized ecirlier in an elaborate discussion

86

""̂ 0 —  ̂ Py¿ LOc
1 2 
7¡ y ----- P-i:· ■ (7.3)

by Whitfield, Parker and Rona.
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In this chapter we retrieve the magneto-polaron problem within a generalized 
variatioiml scheme and give all emphasis to the case where the effect of electron 
Ijhonon coupling is dominated over b,y the magnetic held counterpcirt of the 
problem. We sludl totally disregard the phonon coupling - dominated (cv >· 1) 
characterization of the polaron consisting of a deep self induced potential well 
confining the rapidly fast random chcirge density fluctuations of the electron which 
is further under the influence of a rehrtively weak magnetic field. In the following 
we take the lattice deformation as centered essentially at po rcither than cit the 
inccui electron position and think of the electron as rotating on a complete Lcuidau 
orbit.

Even though for somewhat strong held intensities the problem shows a vague 
strong-coupling aspect, a pure adiabatic approach fails to reflect a correct 
description of the system except for infinitely large imignetic field strengths. 
On the other hcind, a ¡Dure perturbation treatment may also be not perfectly 
appropriate except for too small a. We are therefore tempted to formula.te the 
nmgnetic field -  dominated regime of the magneto-polaron within the framework 
of a more convenient approach accounting lor the fractional admixtnr(; of the 
weaiv - and strong-coupling aspects siniultaneousl}^ The formalism we follow 
in this work consists of the usage of a Vciriational anscitz introduced previously 
l)y Devreese et in their application to the bulk-optical polaron bound to 
a Coulomb potentiid. 'Fhe procedure is to start with the stanchuxl Ccvnonical 
transforiricition of the strong-coupling formulation and then modify the adiabatic 
|)olaron state by a variationally determined perturbative extension serving for the 
theory to interpolate in the overall range of the coupling constant.

In fact, the problem that we refer here lias already been discussed earlier 
within almost the same variational approach in a previous paper by Erijelebi 
and Saciqa.*̂  ̂ The major distinction which sets the present concern apart from 
tliat given in the former paper is that the variational state,derived here is of a 
more general content accounting for the magnetic field parameter Uc not only 
in the electron part of the Hamiltonian, but also within the context of the part 
of the Hamiltonian describing the coupling of the electron to the phonon field.
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Performing the two works separatel,y under identical numerical precisions we have 
observed that one reaches signiiicantl_y improved energy upper bounds in the 
present case and this consists of the motivation to re-address the same problem.

7.2 Application: 2D-Magneto-Polaron

7.2.1 Formal Preliminaries

Employing the symmetric gauge, A — y ( —?/, ;r, 0), for the vector potential, the 
Hamiltonian of a 2D electron immersed in the field of bulk LO-phonons is given 
l)y

II =  H], +  ^  a^ag + î Q exp(?>/· p) +  ex p (-u /· p)] (7.4)
Q Q

Ih dx'̂
d'̂  1 1  ^ ^ \ (7.5)

in which aq («g ) is the phonon annihilation (creation) operator, and p =  (xpij) 
denotes the electron position in the transverse plane. The interaction amplitude is 
related to the electron- phonon coupling constant a and the phonon wcive vector
Q  =  q q ^ z  through V q  =  In the above all physical quantities and
operators have been written in dimensionless form with (/i/2?7?,*u;Lo)̂ '̂ '̂  being 
selected as unit of length and the phonon quantum /iculo a unit of energy.

Electron Eigenstates

Before proceeding with our main theme we first put the electron part of the 
Hamiltonian and its eigenstates into a transparent and convenient form where the 
relevant algebra is well known and Ccilculations are easily made. For this purpose 
we follow the representation advanced in the papers by Malkin cuid Man’ko,^“  ̂
Feldman and Kahn^“  ̂ and Whitfield, Parker and Rona.®® Setting

1̂ I · ^
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cuicl introducing the operators

1 du — 1 d

a -nt
d z ’

with

one obtains

[u, ŵ ] =  [n, =  1, [■«, v\ =  ['U, =  0

1.

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)77e =  {u\l +  - ) loc .

It is evident that ri (̂ti) steps up(down) both the energy cind the angular 
moinentum,

/ 7 ^ ^  ̂ t tC — -'HX-r,-----i/7^) =  U U — v'v.ay ox

On the other hand, u’*’ and v step only the angular momentum but not the energy. 
It thus follows that the energy eigenvcilues of ¿ire infinite-ibld degenerate and, 
therefore, one is led to represent the corresponding eigenstates as

where

I ?ij/7̂ u) — Xnu,nv I 60), '/iy — 0 , 1 , 2 , ...

=  (nJ n.y!)-^/2 («t)»<‘ (ut)’'- .

(7.9)

(7.10)

Displaced Oscillator Transformation

No matter how small a is, the starting idea in the foregoing approximation is 
to contemplate a highly strong magnetic field to which the lattice responds by 
acquiring a relcixed static deformation clothing the entire Lcindau orbit. 'I'he 
adiabatic polaron ground state thus formed can be written in a product ansatz 
consisting of the electron and lattice parts, i.e..

<1, =100)6'··' 10.,„), (7.11)

where | Oph) is the phonon vacuum and is a unitcU'y displacement operator 
changing the reference system of virtual piirticles by an amount Vq<7qo. The
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inosl; appropricite lattice wave function corresponding to the relaxed state of the 
electron-lattice system is determined to be

with

<hph =  e x p E  VQ<7Qo(aQcC‘ -P° -  he)] | Oph) 
Q

aQo =  (00 I I 00) = exp(-r772o;,).

(7.12)

(7.13)

Thus, having set up the most efficient coherent phonon state as centered on the 
orbit center the Hamiltonian transforms to

H '= e -V /e »  = / / ,  + +
Q Q

2go

“  +  cc ]+  '^VQirjQaQ +  tiqCiÎ ) (7.14)
Q Q

where
=  . (7.1.5)

If what we would be interested in were the adiabcitic -  high field limit, all thcit 
remains would consist of calculating the expectation viilue of H' in the state 
I 00) I Oph) cind we would readily obtcuri

where

-̂ g — — Ao (7.16)

(7.17)

which is identical to the perturbation result of Larsen'' ’̂̂  to leading order in cv.

7.2.2 Theory

Obviously, for not too strong magnetic fields the adiabatic condition cind hence 
Hq.(7.16) loses its validity, and one is teiTp t̂ed to consider the perturba.tion 
approach the appliccibility of which, however, is confined within cv -C 1. A theory 
which is capiible of yielding the effective phonon coupling, not restricted solely 
to the weevk a limit, can be based on vevriationaJ grounds. We thus choose to
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continue from Eq.(7.14), and modify the state <&o =| 00) | Opu) accordingly by 
conforming it to a generalized form

^0 ^  =  n(a,ujc}%  (7.18)

where the operator is intended to interrelate the weak- and strong
coupling counterparts of the problem depending on the strength of phonon 
coupling and the magnetic field intensity.

The Variational Trial State

'I’aking an alread}'  ̂small a and further shifting ojc down to small values, the degree 
of localization of the electron becomes reduced in a significant manner, <tqo in 
Eq.(7.14) tends to become zero on the average and thus H' converts bcick to its 
original form as given by Eq.(7.4). In view of this reasoning one is led to treat 
the last term in Eq.(7.14) as a perturbation.'^®

In the perturbation treatment of the Fröhlich interaction, the first non- 
vanishing contribution to the ground-state energy comes from the term which 
is of second order in the interaction amplitude. Correspondingly, the leading 
correction to the ground state is of first order cind is given by the sum

1
Q — -̂ 0 + Vn) I 1«) {fn I (Ig I E  VQ'nh'A I (7-lä)

Q·

in which the index n refers to the intermediate stcites consisting those of the 
electron and one-phonon with wave vector Q. In the above, and are to 
be thought of ¿rs the eigenstates and the eigenvalues of the unperturbed part of 
the transformed HarniltonicUi (7.14). In order to calculate the perturbation sum 
(7.19) one needs to know the explicit functional forms of <p„, and the energies 
which however is a rather difficult task since now they depend in general on cv 
and the lattice coordinates in involved manners. Nevertheless, for the energy 
correction to be retciined up to first order in a, we choose pn ¿'s the set of 
eigenfunctions of the bare electron problem and ignore any a -■ dependence in 
either ip„ or i.e'., we take

Tn- “  I flO), (n„, -|- —)cCg. (/.20)
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Making a correspondence with the perturbation treatment of the probiem one 
rea.(iiiy notes that the oniy thing we shouici do is account ibr the momentum 
conservation of the scattered eiectron-phonon system. We are thus ternpteci to 
write the energy difference as

-n (7.21)

where SniQ) is introduced as to becir any necessary phonon-wave vector 
dc;pendence.

Using the identity 5  ̂ d^e , we set

1
£n — So +  f

gg (7.22)

wherI'e
/•OO

.]iiOc,nu)= e~  ̂expi-UciiuO  (7.23)
Jo

and g g  stcuids for the exponential factored out as an averaged qucuitity

w hich, in the Ccdculcition, w ill be determ ined variationally. Substituting (7.15) 
and (7.22) into Eq.(7.19) we obtain

Ad>0 =  Vggg Y  ■Hi^cnu) d-gn { cTq„ -  CrQÔ n„,o} (7.24)
Q n

where

<rgn =  (4>„ I I $o)

(7.25)

=  (<& J  I $o)

=  (nJ)-^ /2[-г(g , +  zqy)uj:^l^r^<rg^ (7.26)

Using Eqs.(7.10), (7.25) and (7.26) we see thcit the extended state $(, =  c<&o +  
A $o s.an indeed be written in the form (7.18) with

i2(ci;,u;c) =  c +  ^  '̂ '̂ QfJQ̂ ĝ g (7-27)
Q
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in which c is a constant to serve tor normalization, and

Xq  — <T.
2  (-¿o;;V2)n.+„„
QO L · L · ------rTTTl------J K ’llu Tlv

X {(?.· -  u /,)” “ -  {(lx +  t(lyT"Kufi] . (7.28)

Projecting out the quantum numbers n„ and and, for notational convenience, 
writing

9 (0  =  (7.29)

we find that Aq takes the coirq^act form

AQ

roo
= /

JO
VQ(0^QU)

where

a.nd

7q(0 =

(̂ Qo , ( f  -  9̂  0  1
dQ(0 =  - —  =  ------- ^— —  }(̂ Q(0

111 which

(7.:i0)

(7.31)

(7.32)

(7.33)^Q{0 =  ex p (-0 (0 /2 a ;e ) .

It should be remarked that the two individual contributions to the binding 
coming from the electron-phonon coupling alone and the magnetic field alone 
are fundamentally incorporated by the operator Il{a,oJc) and, in particular, by 
the variational parameter gq which as well governs the detailed admixture of the 
strong- and weak-coupling counterparts of the iiroblern.

Due to the complicated nature of Eq.(7.27) where yet, at this stage, gq remains 
undetermined, simple concise predictions are not readily tractable except in the 
high field limit where one expects the theory to impart most dominance to tlie 
strong-coupling aspect. In this extreme, ^  1, i]q{ )̂ —> 0, and consequently
Aq in (7.27) becomes zero, and hence il{a,LOc) conforms to the identity operator 
where we recover back the strong-coupling theory.
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Formulation

In order to reach the optimal fit to gq one has to minimize the expectation value 
of IT in the trial state =  0(6v,u;c)^o subject to the constraint that 4>[, is 

normalized:

F {c. cjq) =

1 =  0
Q

whei'(
h ÿ =  I AqÂ  ̂ I <ho) .

Tire VcU’iationcil procedure thus requires

^ { E { c ,g Q ) - A F ( c ,g Q ) ]  = 0
àgq

(7.34)

(7.35)

(7.36)

where A is a Lagrange multiplier, and E{gQ,c) refers to the ground state energy 

given cis

Eic^gq) = ($0 I E' | 4>o) = -Uc -  Ao + 2 c ^  q̂fJql̂ q''

in which

md

+  "^V^g^leQ +  h^Q l̂ +  2Ao) — àq] (7.37) 
Q

ĥ q̂  =  ( ^ o h / g Ag l ^ o )  (7.38)

eq =  cUc(̂ o I Arytî riAg | $o) (7-39)

6q =  ^  VQ,aq>o ($0 I Ao{exp[ù/' · { p -  po)] +  cc}Ag | $o) · (7.40)

The corresponding analytic expressions lor ^̂ q \ ^q lengthy
to give here, cuid therefore we provide them in the Appendix 7.2.4.
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(Jarrying out the Lcigrange-multiplier minimization technique we hncl that 
the optimal fits to gg and A can be derived through the set of equations:

A =  E K n » A ' ) '4 ° ’ .
Q

fĴ
C cq — Sq +  (1 +  2Ao — A)hq^

and further, lor the ground stcite energy, we obtain
1
2'Eg — ~ A(j + A .

(7.41)

(7.42)

(7.43)

7.2.3 Remarks and Conclusions

In the energy expression (7.43), the additive term A, by means of which the 
adiabatic theory goes over to the weak coupling regime, depends implicitly on 
the magnetic field and phonon coupling strengths through the transcendental 
equation (41). For a large value of the cyclotron frequency, hg  ̂ in Eqs.(7.41) 
and (7.42) tends to zero, thereby A fs 0, and hence the strong-coupling limit 
is readily attained even for cv <C 1. As however lô is decrecvsed to lower Vcdues, 
parameter A starts to interfere in the theory ¿ind strongly modify the results of 
the adicibatic approximation. In particuhir, for somewhat small field intensities 
and weak phonon coupling, the role A plays becomes very prominent and the 
polaron binding is effectively determined by this term. In this limit it is easy to 
see that the terms Sg, Aq and A in Eq.(7.42) are all proportional to a in leading 
order and thus become far too small to yield any significant contribution to the 
summand in the transcendental Eq.(7.41). Therefore, retaining only hg\ hg* 
and eg, and expanding the summand in a power series up to first order in a;,:, we 

have

+ a)c{4- .. q̂  +  q̂  . _
2 VI-'1+^2 '  ̂*(1 + </2)3 (l-|-g2)

Finally, projecting, out the wave vector sum in (7.41), we achieve

\hh'\~ 7T , cUc,
-■ - ;7 « (1  +  -̂ )̂ +  Ao

(J,go (7.44)

A
roo

—a dq 
■Jo

(7.45)
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which, when inserted in Eq.(7.43), yields the approximate eifective-niciss 
argument -  based energy expression as given in Eq.(7.1); thus exemplifying the 
essential role which A plays in conforming the cidiabatic approximation over to 
the results derived from the perturbation theory/'̂ '̂

It is instructive to remark that when the binding is somewhat deep > 1 ) ,  
one expects the energy eigenvalues of the bare electron Hamiltonian and hence the 
differences in them to be significantly larger than the LO-phonon energy, which 
we take to be unity in our dimensionless units. If what we really applying was 
ordinary perturbation theory the only significant contribution in the perturbation 
sum would come from the leading term n„. =  0, for this term has the smallest 
energy denominator. Dropping all terms except riu =  0, we arrive at exactly 
the same expression obtained by the present calculation with A =  0. We thus 
note that in the extreme regime of highly localized configurations with shrinking 
cyclotron size the perturbation and strong coupling theories match and are 
equally valid. On the other hand, as the magnetic field strength is made smaller, 
the adiabatic approach rapidly loses its validity since now the Landau levels are 
closer and even tend to coalesce towards the ground level. The corresponding 
perturbation series thus becomes slowly convergent and one needs to include the 
remaining terms, other than n„, — 0 as well. This however is irccomplished in the 
present formalism by simply solving the transcendental equation (7.41) for the 
Lagrange multiplier A. Obviously, due to the analytic complexity the optimal fit 
to A (and to gg) can only be done by nnmerical techniques.

Alternative Approach

Before presenting a general display of our numerical results we would like to make 
a small digression on ciii alternative approach and set up some correspondence 
with the variational bound-polaron state which has been proposed previously by 
Devreese et and later, in [99], adapted to the two dimensional nicrgneto
polaron problem. The basic distinction which sets the present Ibrmulation cipart 
from that advanced in papers [56] and [99], stems essentially from the nuuiner 
the perturbation expression (7.19) is treated in deriving the viiriational extension
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1.0 the cicliabatic polaron state $o·
A more straightforward and less tedious approach in obtaining an analogous 

form for the variational state or equivalently for the operator i2(cv,tu,.) as 
chriined in Eq.(7.18), can be achieved by treating the reciprocal of the total energy 
denominator — £o +  1” in Eq.(7.19) as some average c value, <Jq , and then 
setting I Tn){^n I I'O the identity operator. Thus, in complete form, one 
obtains a more simple structure for the operator ii iis introduced in [56] or [99], 
i.e.

i](cv, tUc) =  c +  ^  (7.46)
g

in which the cUc-dependence is provided only implicitly through the parcuneter 

(JQ-

In the present treatment of the problem, however, we have found necessary 
to conserve the track of the rncignetic field parameter u>c all throughout the 
computational steps in reaching the extended variational state 4>[,, Eq.(7.18), 
thus accounting for this parameter not solely in the bare electron part of the 
Hamiltonian, but also within the context of the part of the Hamiltonian describing 
the coupling of the electron to the phonon field. A glance at Eq.(7.80) reveals that 
the way this is ciccornplished is through the -integrals involving the modified 
wave vector q{^) — which imposes a detailed liidv incorporating the
cyclotron frequency and the electron-phonon coupling. More peculiar in concern 
with the weight is that it further takes part in determining the variational
parameter gp which sets up the detailed interbalance between the strong and 
weak coupling counterparts of the coupled electron-phonon system. The passage 
from the form (7.27) derived in this work to that given in Eq.(7.46) can readily 
be attained by simply deleting the exponential factor in Eq.(7.29), tlius
replacing q(^) by q m the set of Eqs.(7.30--7.33). The ground state energy can 
similarly be derived through Eqs.(7.41-7.43), where now the parameters Ii q \

tQ  and Sq  simplify to

/,(0) _  /,(1) _  I _  ^2'7g — "Q —  ̂

eg =  q̂
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LOr ( b ) (III) (IV)
0. 1 0.03435 0.03420 0.04802 0.04720
0.2 0.08427 0.08399 0.09720 0.09604
0.5 0.23388 0.23336 0.24557 0.24373

0.48301 0.48233 0.49373 0.49114
0.98109 0.98036 0.99114 0.98747
2.47582 2.47520 2.48599 2.48018

10 4.96880 4.96830 4.98018 4.97198
20 9.95808 9.95772 9.97198 9.96037

Table 7.1; The ground state energy versus the cyclotron frequency for ¿it weak 
coupling (a  =  0.01).
The columns (a) cuicl (b) display E^O and Ê \̂ cuid the third and fourth columns 
are the adiabatic results obtained from Eqs.(7.2) and (7.16-7.17), respectively.

6q — 2AoCTgQ — 2AocrQo7o(</^/8cuc), (7.47)

and this facilitates the nurnericcd computations greatly. On the contrary however, 
the iiscige of this sirnplihed version (7.46) is expected to yield somewhat larger 
energy upper bounds due to that the variational parameter (Jq is now introduced 
to replace the energy denominator as an avercige quantity factored out ciway from 
the intermediate Landau level index thus containing only an average of the 
detailed content of the Prohlich interaction interrehited to each of the Landau 
levels involved in the perturbation sum in Eq.(7.19).

Hereafter, in our foregoing discussions we shall refer to the variational ground 
state energy values by E'V) and Ê \̂ respectively for the cases where either tlu' 
form (7.46) or (7.27) is adopted. In order to provide a clear insight into the 
improvement achieved by the present formulation we display our results lor both 
a.pproci.ches computed under identical numerical precisions.

N um erical Results

VVe first refer to the regime of extreme weak coupling and tabulate Eg versus 
for a =  0.01. An immediate glance at the respective columns forto.
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Figure 7.2: Polaron induced shift in the ground state energy at high magnetic 
held limit, for cv =  0.01.
Curve (b) displays the results of the improved version in the present calculation. The 
straight lines ( I I I )  and (IV ) are the strong-coupling resnlts plotted from E(]s.(7.2) 
and (7.16 -7.17), respectively. The energies are expressed in terms of the free-polaron 
binding energy, ( w / 2 ) a .

and Ê ^̂  in Table 7.1 reveals that the improved trial state (7.27) derived in 
this work yields significantly lowered energy upper bounds, and moreover, we 
find that the numerical values led by the present treatment of the problem are 
in perfect agreement with those obtciined from the second order perturbation 
approximation' '̂*:

We should redraw attention to that, in spite of a small a, a pseudo-adiabatic 
condition is reached for large u)c and that the adiabatic limit considered here is 
the case where the lattice distortion is thought as centered on the orbit center 
coordinates (7.3) ci.s characterized by Eqs.(7.16 -  7.17) rather than by Eci.(7.2). 
It is only then the adiabatic approximation (and hence the present variational 
cipproach) fit the second order perturbation theory lor cv <C 1 and a;,, >> 1. 
Indeed, a. carefid Examination of the numerical values in Table 7.1 confirms that 
the energies in columns (b) and (IV) (those obtained from Eqs.(7.I6 -  7.17)) tend
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to approach to one another and eventually join as the magnetic field is made 
stronger. The energy values obtained from Eq.(7.2), however, remain deviated 
from the correct high field limit due to that the electronic wave function in 
the x-'3̂ plane does not have to 1)e as broad as depicted under when the lattice 
displcicement is set at p =  0 (cf. section III in [86]). This feature has been made 
more explicit in Fig.7.2 where AE^ is displayed for large cyclotron frequencies.

In order to provide a pictorial view of the asymptotic energy profile of the 
system in the low field limit, and in particular, to give somewhat more impact to 
the limiting expression for parameter A as derived in Eq.(7.45), we also display 
the polciron-induced shift, AEg =  Eg -  E^(a =  0), in the lowest Landau level 
calculated from both approaches, (a) and (b), over a reasonably broad range of 
small ujc values. A remarkable feature pertaining to the set of energy values (a) 
and (b) in Fig.7.3 is that as ujc tends to become small, | AE|'d | approaches 
the free-pohiron binding energy, |cv, from slightly below, which clearly is an 
incorrect description at least Irorn a qualitative viewpoint that the binding 
should inherently be stronger under an external magnetic field. The deficiency 
encountered here, however, gets cured under utilizing the improved version (b). 
Within the framework of the modified tried state (7.27) we observe that | AÊ '̂  ̂ | 
displays instead monotonically decreasing profile approaching the asymptotic 
value from above, thus being totcdly consistent with the description implied 
by Eq.(7.1) or equivalently, by (7.48).

Going over to stronger coupling constants a clear and concise description of 
the polaron state may no more be readily tractable owing to tlie combined effect 
of the magnetic field cind the Fröhlich interiiction. Depending on the strengths of 
the piirameters u>c and a there takes place two competitive contributions coming 
from the magnetic field alone and the phonon coupling cilone, yet however, acting 
in an interrelated manner, thus leading to rather involved and distinguishing 
characterizations of the rnagneto-polaron. The treatment of the problem is 
relatively simple, however, in the extreme regimes where either the nicignetic field 
counterpart or the,phonon coupling dominates over the other. It is worthwhile to 
remind that our present considerations have been focused to the regime in which
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Figure 7.3: AF'g versus cuc in the low field regime.
'I'he set of dark circles (a) and (b) display the results of the present formalism for the 
cases where either the form (7.46) or (7.27) is adopted. The energies are expressed in 
terms of the free-polaron binding energy, (Tr/2)a.

the magnetic field hcis the dominating strength over the coupled electron -plionon 
system where the relevant coherent phonon state is most appropriately structured 
so as to clothe the entire LancUiu orlrit (with center at po) rather than the mean 
electron position at the origin.

In Fig.7.4 we select the coupling constant as larger by an order of 
magnitude, a =  0.1, cind provide plots of the phonon-induced shift in the 
energy against u>c together with the available data (cf., dark circles in the figure) 
taken from the genercilized path-integral formalism of Xiaoguang, Peeters and 
Devreese^® (henceforth denoted XPD). At this point it should be mentioned that 
the validity of the XPD-theory fuis remcuned an open question over almost a. 
decade (since the pioneering conjecture of LarseiP“'*) from the formal viewpoint 
in the sense that their high-field estimates might lie below the actual ground 
state e n e r g y . T h e  controversy in the literature on' the cipplicability of 
path-integrcil formalism for the systems with non-zero magnetic fields has 
been resolved r e c e n t l y , a n d  it is pointed out that ordinary path-integral 
treafirient does not -a  priori- provide an upper bound for the free energy of
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Figure 7.4: The phonon-induced shift in the lowest Lcindciu level energy as 
function of LOc-
Curves (a) and (b) are respectively for the cases where either the forrn (7.46) or (7.27) 
is used for il(a,u>c)· The dark circles display the generalized path-integral results of 
the XPD-theory,'^® and the dashed line refers to the results of the strong coupling 
approximation (7.17).

the Fröhlich polaron in a magnetic field.N evertheless, we still choose to nuike 
correspondence with the XPD-results and compare them with those derived from 
the present approximation which has a conventioiml variational framework free of 
any mathematical curiosities as inquired in concern with the XPD-lbrmulation.

Referring first to the present results (a) and (b) derived within the variational 
j)olaron states given through ecpiations (7.46) and (7.27), we infer that drops 
significantly below E^) and that the usage of the improved trial state (b) gives by 
far more satisfying energy upper bound viilues. Comparing our results with tliosî  
of XPD we find that even though lies consistently above the XPD-energies, 
the discrepcUicy does not seem to be strikingly prominent especially for large 
magnetic field strengths. For u>c =  4» for instance, we obtain AÊ '̂̂  =  —0.2310 
which is fairly close (within only 0.6%) to the value —0.2324 derived by XPD. 
Using the form (7.46) for i2(a',cuc) however, we obtciin = —0.2250 yielding
a percentual discrepancy as large as 3.2%. We thus see explicitly that approach
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(I)) gives far better results than (a) and further that the values reached by (b) 
a.re in fairly close ¿igreement with those of XPD.

As the cidiabatic limit {u>c ^  1) is approached, we observe that the present 
forinulation and the XPD-theory match and give almost identical results, e.g. 
for ojc =  10 we have AÊ '̂> =  -0.3170 and =  -0.3173. For even
larger values ol u>f the theory puts com|jara.tively less weight to the role which 
paicmieter A pla.ys in Eq.(7.43), thus impcirting somewhat most dominance to 
the strong coupling counterpart of the problem. Therefore, in the limit of intense 
magnetic fields, one readily expects all theories (a, b and XPD) to duplicate 
asymptotically the strong coupling results given by Eci.(7.17). Simila.r conclusions 
hold true for even stronger values of the coupling constiint provided the ma.gnetic 
field is sufficiently large so as to preserve the validity of the disphiced oscillator 
trcmslbrmation applied to the starting strong-coupling ansatz in the derivation of 
the present variational formalism. Setting u;,. =  10, we obtain AE '̂  ̂ =  —3.1472 
and —12.4171 for a =  1 cind cv = 4, respectively, whereas the corresponding 
XPD-values have been reported to be —3.1737 and —12.7004 which lie below (b) 
by not more than 0.8% cind 2.2%.

In order to provide a comprehensive insight into the extent of applicability of 
the present approach in the large -  a regime we display our results together with 
some of the avaihible XPD -  data (dark circles) for two dilferent magnetic field 
strengths (cf.. Fig.7.5). We note that as far ci,s the magnetic field is strong enough 
to dominate over phonon-couiDling -  induced self localization of the polaron, the 
a.greement is fairly well in that all the XPD points for a =  0.1,1 and 4 lie only 
slightly below our calculations plotted lor =  10 and uJc =  4, except the one 
for CY - 4 cind LOc =  4 which is seen to lie drastically deviated below the present 
theory =  -10.0090, A E ^  =  -8.7823). The rea„son for the fault lies
in that the transformed Hamiltonian (7.14) involves the coherent phonon state 
centered on the orbit center pQ which obviously is misleading since for strong 
phonon coupling but not hirge enough cUc, the polaronic aspect over compensates 
the magnetic field counterpart of the problem -  this particular situation being 
beyond the limit of cipplicability of the present approximation. A way to overcome
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Figure 7.5; The phonon-induced shift in the lowest Landau level energy as a. 
function of a.
I'lie dark circles display the generalized path-integral results of the XPD-theory.'̂ ^̂ ’ The 
|)lot is expanded in the energy region between -1  and 0, and to avoid confusion the 
curves are dashed in that region.

the drciwback encountered here can readily be achieved by making reference to 
the extreme limit of a ;> 1 and cOc -C 1 where now the lattice deformation should 
be thought cis surrounding the mean charge density of the electron itself rather 
than its overall motion in a complete Landau orbit (cL, [99]). The discussions 
|)ertaining to this totally distinctive aspect of the ma.gneto-polaron is beyond the 
scope of our present interest.

In summary, this work revises the problem of a polaron in a magnetic field 
within an improved version of the extended variational scheme of Devreese el: 

proposed for the bulk bound-polaron. Although most of the formulation 
that we have adopted applies to a polaron in any dimensionality, for the present 
we have restricted our considerations to the 2D-rnodel of a,magneto-polaron so 
a.s to eliminate any complications comprised by the third dimension cuid Imve 
attributed most emphasis to the formal viewpoint of the problem. In view 
of our nurnericcil results and the cisymptotic analytic forms (7.16) cuid (7.45) 
achieved for cUc ^  1 and cuc <C 1, we reach the conclusion that the improved



trial state introduced through Eqs.(7.27, 7.29 - 7.33) is rather prornising in that 
it conveniently sets up a weighted admixture of the strong and wecdi coupling 
counterparts of the problem and thus enables the adiabatic results to conform 
satisfactorily to those attained from second order perturbation theorjc
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7.2.4 Appendix

Referring to the set of Ecis.(7.30 -7.33) and using the integrcil transform

1 A  t 4- /' / — /' ̂ /  ,7; /  . I I I  n  <' T  7- (- i.
/•OO /* 0 0  M .

/  d( < / ( i . i ' )  = 5 /  dl < (('/(-
Jo Jo Z Jo J - t 2 ’ 2 ) (7.49)

we obtain the following functional forms for the parameters hq\ hq\ cq and Sq

defined in Eqs.(7.35) ¿ind (7.38-7.40):

=  /  di exp[—-^(1 — e“ ‘̂ ‘̂ )̂] — ctqq, =  0,1 (7.-50)
J 0

roo (/̂
=  r/M dfei (1 -  (7..51)

Jo LOc

,A n )

find
roo rt

6q =  2 A o <Jq q  —  2 A o  J (It e  ̂J cW [Cr{t -f- -f· G{t — //)]
no

2Ao /  
Jo

[ - ( 1 - e ic lt ' 1
Jo -  coAiuN')]4o;e

(7..5

exp[------( )] F l A ^ ‘ d±n] (7.53)

+  2A() / dt 

where

and
F ix) =  e-"/o(.T)

with lo denoting the modified Bessel function of order zero·



Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented five different formal approaches to polaron problem and hiive 
considered their applications to low dimensionally confined polarons. Among 
tliem perturbation theory, cidiabatic strong-coupling approximation and tlie 
variational scheme of LLP are shown to have restricted domain of validity 
in Ijoth the electron-phonon coupling strength and the degree of confinement. 
Nevertheless, they are essential lor the qualitative understanding of the polaron 
at some special cases, where the characterization of the problem is distinctively 
different. Moreover, they form the checking criteria for other more powerful 
and interpolating approximations. In this work, the path-integral formalism and 
the perturbative variational approach have been considered as examples of such 
unifying and comprehensive theoretical tools of the study of polarons, the lormer 
l)eing the superior to all the others.

'Che visualization of the polaron ground state at large, is not immediate in 
its most genei’cil context. Depending on the strength of the electron-plionon 
coupling, the situation is more transparent in the two extremes, weak- cuid strong
coupling regimes. At weak coupling the polaron is in a delocalized state along 
the free spatial directions and if there exists any, the chaixicter of the localization 
is governed by the external potential. The phonon coupling is a perturbation to 
the electi-on ground state, leading to small corrections to the effective mass and 
llie ground state energy in the order of a. In the opposite extreme, however, the

111
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electron goes into a bound state with a highly localized wave function in the self- 
induced potential, which is built up by the phonon field. In view of the conclusion 
arrived at, with the elegant work of Gerlach and L ö w e n , the transition from 
the qucisi-free to the self-trapped state of the polaron as the coupling strength 
is increased, should take place in a smooth and continuous way. Consequently, 
in every case, the polaron state should be viewed as a weighted admixture of 
c|ua.si-free and localized parts, the relative weights of which depend on the value 
of cv, as well as the degree of confinement of the electron. This statement has 
Ireen explicitly demonstrated in this work, as such, it is shown that the roles 
which the external confining potential (or in the case of magneto-polaron, the 
external field) and the phonon coupling play in the formation of the polaron 
state, are not completely independent, but rather take part in an interrelated 
manner, determining the localization charcicter of the electron. For example, in 
t,he case of an infinite boundary wire configuration, we have seen in Chapter 
4 that, in spite of a weak polar coupling, a pseudo-cidiabatic condition ca.n be 
reiiched due to the high degree of confinement cxchieved in thin wires.

Regarding the effect of confinement, there are two competing trends in the 
polaron binding. In highly anisotropic systems, cis the degree of confinement is 
increased, there comes about a competitive interrelation betwo ên whether the 
charge density fluctuations of the electron will condense on the polaron center or 
will expand to relax itself in the tree directions. The former enhances the effective 
coupling, leading to a deeper binding, wherecis the latter is in favor of a more 
delocalized state with a less binding. This salient feature is observed for the wire 
geometry in the wecik-coupling regime in Chapter 5.

In the general scope of this thesis work, we ha.ve presented cin overview to 
the single-polaron properties in low dimensionally confined media. Civing most 
emphasis to the formal structure of the problem, we have demonstrated the bulk 
phonon elfects on the confined electron.
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